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~~~rtS,~r.iis>~~et,hir~ig¢nerati~ll/ofaif~il¥
offirstran~Manllheimarchitects,bornin 1905.
lieioined theNation~1Socialist German Workers
Party late (1931), at a timepf widespread despera
tion in Germany. (It was not the inflation of 1923
that caused the extreme political upheaval during
the Weimar regime; it was the deflation and
massive unemployment of 1930-32.)

With the advent of the forces of Adolf Hitler to
power in 1933, Speer's career vaulted upward at a
phenomenal rate. He became Hitler's· personal
architect and had a major impact on public con
struction in the Third Reich. "Der Fuehrer" was
an amateur designer himself, and the rapport
between the two was remarkable. The impressive
number of photographs showing Speer at Hitler's
side on various occasions is not the only
testimony in support of this relationship, for sure.

Speer, who was never a soldier and was
unacquainted with military logistics and tech
nology, made his way into the closest echelon of
Hitler's wartime advisers as a result of the death of
Fritz Todt in an airplane accident in February,
1942. Todt was undoubtedly the organizational
genius of the practical side of Nazi Germany.
Although he held only one ministerial title, he
directly controlled the work done by four other
departments that were of actual ministerial rank.
Speer inherited only two· of Todt's jobs, the
Ministry of Arms and Munitions, as well as the
direction of the immense skilled labor corps

devoted to special projects, previously known as
Organization Todt.

The important part of Speer's first book, Inside
the Third Reich, concerns what he is willing to tell
---:-or what his various publishers will print-about
the state of German industrial production war and
otherwise, 1942-45. Speer's reminiscences were
originally published by the German firm of Ull
stein under the title Erinnerungen [Recollections];
t~is~asope of thepu?lishers put out of business
by tl1e N~is,~ndbrought back,Jto Gerrnanyin the

wagons of the "liberators." It must have been'
flavorful revenge for them to publish Speer.

Speer's conquerors could have made much
mileage out of his books in the first decade or so
of the Cold War; now, much that they contain is
anticlimactic. It is of course impossible to estimate
how many times his manuscript was bleached by

editors, but knowing the history and leaning of
our Establishment publishers, it is safe to say that
the chances of Speer's uncropped views reaching
print under their auspices is in the class with those
of an asteroid striking the absolute center of a
large contemporary American city.

It is evident from the interview with Speer
published in the New York Times on August 23,
1970, that the American edition contains added
material attributed to him. When an original w()rk
or document is republished with elisions or the
substitution of· things. that it did not originally
contain, that are not by the original author, .th~t

are not called to public attention, and that alter
the meaning, impact, or effect substantially or
profoundly, it is customary to call this product a
forgery. This sounds like a borderline case.

Despite Hitler Germany's reputation as a
totalitarian land, as late as October, 1943, at least
6 million of its industrial labor force were still
engaged in turning out consumer goods for the
civilian market. Speer's plea to get 1.5 million
German workers transferred to war production
and for consumer goods production to be trans
ferred to French factories got nowhere, mainly
because of the apathy toward Speer's program on
the part of both employers and Ute National
Socialist regime. Nor was Speer able to convince
the top leadership that their labor force could have
been much enlarged by utilizing German women in
industrial production. It was Speer's reiterated
assertion that with coordination and cooperation
on all levels, the size of the German armed forces
and the total of war production could both have
been doubled over what was achieved at any time
in the first four years of the war.

According to Speer, not only was research and
work on such things as an atom bomb, and, to a
greater extent, jet engines and rockets of various
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eaders
PUBLISHER'S ANNOUNCEMENT

"I wish to announce the sale of Libertarian
Review to Mr. Charles Koch· of Wichita,
Kansas, an arrangement long under discus
sion and now concluded effective with the
next issue.

"As the masthead will indicate, the edi
torial offices have been moved to New
York. Chuck Hamilton, president of Free
Life Editions, will become publisher. Roy
A. Childs,Jr., has been named editor
~ith Walte~ Grinder and Leonard P. Lig:
gIO as aSSOCIate editors. I will continue as a
consultant to the publication and as a cor
porate director.

"This move bodes well both for LR and
for the libertarian movement. LR will
now operate for the first time by a full
time editorial and administrative staff and
should soon manage to resume a month
ly publishing schedule. I look forward as
eagerly as each reader to the expected im
provement in the quality of a journal
which has been close to my heart for the
past five years, and whose continuance I
regard as vital to a healthy libertarian
movement. I wish the new owners and
management the very best success and
pledge them my support and assistance in
every way. "

Robert D. Kephart

• The Winter catalog for Audio-Forum is
now available. Audio-Forum will be happy
to send a copy to any interested LR reader:
send 25 cents in coin"or stamps for postage
and handling, to Audio-Forum, 901 N.
Washington St., Alexandria, VA 22314.

• Menckeniana is a quarterly publication
issued since 1962 from the Mencken Roo~
of Baltimore's famed Enoch Pratt Free
Library, devoted to the rambunctuous

world of H. L. Mencken, the influence of
his work on his contemporaries, and the
significance of his ideas in today's world.
Each issue contains one or more previously
unpublished item by or about Mencken.
Annual subscriptions to Menckeniana are
only $3.00 each. To take advantage of this
unique publication, mail your check, made
out to the Enoch Pratt Free Library, to:
Menckeniana, 400 Cathedral.Street, Balti
more, Maryland 21201;

• Los Angeles Radio station KPFK, owned
and operated by the Pacifica Foundation,
has begun broadcasting. a new fifteen
minute commentary, "Libertarian View
point," heard every Friday. The program is
produced by Charles Barr, and'directed by
William Susel, who has been active in the
Libertarian Party. One program, broadcast
January 21, 1977, featured a discussion
between Diane Alexander, author, lecturer
and anthropologist, and William Susel,
dealt with the Carter administration, and
how it is likely todiffer from the regimes of
Nixon and Ford. For information on
"Libertarian Viewpoint," write to: Wil
liam Susel, 12248 Spring Trail, San
Fernando, CA 91342.

• Prolific LR associate editor Tibor
Machan has just published an intrOductory
textbook for philosophy, entitled Intro
duction to Philosophical Inquiries, pub
lished by Allyn and Bacon, Inc., in Boston,
MA.-

Contributors
IN THIS ISSUE

Dominic Armentano. teaches economics at
the University of Hartford, in Hartford,
Connecticut, and is the author of The
Myths ofAntitrust, published by Arlington
House. He is a frequent contributor to
Libertarian publications. Bruce Bartlett is a
graduate student in history at Georgetown
University, and has worked for several
Congressmen on Capitol Hill. Dr. Peter
Breggin is a noted psychiatrist, and author
of two novels, After the Good War and· The
Crazy from the Sane. He has written widely
on the relationship between psychiatry and
the State, and is a leading opponent of
coercive. psychosurgery. His essays and
reviews have appeared in a number of sig
nificant pUblications. David Brudnoy is a
syndicated columnist, TV and radio
personality, and a freelance writer. He
writes on films and books for various
journals, and is the editor of The Con
servative Alternative. Roy A. Childs, Jr. is
a Research. Associate for the Center for
Libertarian Studies, and author of numer
ous articles and reviews in libertarian publi
cations. Beginning with the May/June
issue, he will serve as editor of Libertarian
Review. Richard Ebeling is a graduate stu
dent in economics at New York University,
studying under Profs. Ludwig Lachmann
and Israel Kirzner. He is the editor of the
Occasional Papers series of the Center f~r
Libertarian Studies. Walter E. Grinder is
the executive director of the Cenier for
Libertarian Studies and an associate editor
of LR. He has written widely on issues
relating to history and economics, contri
buted .. the introduction to Free Life

. E4.itions' rep~int ,of Albert Jay Nock's Oflr
Enemy the State, and is working on'it study

"of State. capitalism. He has also edited a
collection of essays by Prof. Ludwig Lach
mann, the Austrian economist, which is
scheduled to appear soon. Ken E. Grubbs is
the youthful (28) editorial page editor of
the Santa Ana Register, and a frequent

radio personality. Regina Hugo is a free
lance writer living in the state of Washing
ton. Her review of Suzanne Langer's
masterwork Mind: An Essay in Human
Feeling appeared in an earlier issue of
Libertarian Review. Leonard Liggio teaches
history in the American Studies Program at
SUNY, Long Island, .. is. on !he board of
directors of the Center for. Libertarian
Studies,' and is co-editor, with James
Martin, of Watershed oJEtnpire, acollec
tion of essays on New Deal foreign policy
published by Ralph Myles. James J. Martin
is a leading revisionist historian, the author
of Revisionist Viewpoints, Men Against the
State, and the monumental study American
Liberalism and World Politics 1931-1941.
Dr. Martin is primarily responsible for
bringing back to print a host of individual
ist classics, including works by Stirner,
Spooner, Tucker, and many others, and is
currently at work on a study of U.S.-Soviet
relations during World War II. R. C. Orem
is the author of A Montessori Handbook
and a freelance writer. Tom G. Palmer was
until recently on the national staff of the
Libertarian Party and the national director
of the Young Libertarian Alliance. He is
currently pursuing studies at St. Johns
College. Eric Scott Royce works for the
National Right to Work Legal Defense
Foundation andis the editor/publisher of
Southern Libertarian Review. George H.
Smith is the author of Atheism: The Case
Against God, and is a frequent lecturer and
contributor to libertarian publications. He
is also the director of the Forum jor
Philosophical Studies. Steven. Utler is a
fre~l~nse wri~e.r ~RB5evie'Ym-i~~0~e f~~tion
ha!> .. appeared '\tm ",Galaxy, and other
magazines. His tirst book (ed. with George
W. .. Proct<:>r), Lone Star Universe, an
anthology of speculative fiction and
fantasy by Texas writers, has just been pub- "
lished by Heidelberg Publishers. _
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ittherent- in his own scheme of government
financedpsycnotnerapy for an.

Torrey would not onlY increase the, pOWc:f of
federal behavioral ,scientists, he WQuid further
strengthen his much derided medical model.
Schizophrenics, he tells us, have 'a, brain disease.
They should be treated by, physicians and th~y

should be given drugs. That these ':!rugsare
nOI1~specificsuppressoragents- that they simply
subdue the patient·':- passes him by. Thtls "he
follows in the footstepS of three hundred years of
biological psychiatrists, all of whom, at every

'point inhtstory, have made similarly unfounded
claims concerning a "disease" subject to medical
"treatment." In support of this view" Torrey cites
only a handful of modern articl~s. Had he been
writing in the 1930's, he, would have cited dozens
more. They have all fallen into disrepQlewith their
passage before time's more objective eye.

Will a book like Torrey's do more harm than
good? It -may, for it borrows some obvious truths
from Szasz, and then perverts them in the interest
of greater governmental control over our personal
lives. Is it worth reading? Definitely. It does offer
a panoramic critique of many psychiatric absurd
ities and abuses, while displaying a few of its own.
But read Szasz first. As I've said before, if you
haven't read a book by Szasz, do so before you
read another word about psychiatry.•

Here, then, is Mises the man. "Lu." An institution humanized.
With wit and Old World grace, Mrs. von Mises tells of the
eady years, the flight from Nazi tyranny, the difficult first
years in America, the story behind the classic Human Action,
the famous NYU seminar, the last years.

Ludwig von Mises was one of the century's intellectual giants.
'In.an era of growing collectivism he 'stood out as the most
influential and profound of the free-market economists, He
was the mentor of other giants like Nohel Laureate F. A. v<>u
Hayek, Hans Sennholz, Wilhelm Roepke, Jacques Ruefr,
Murray Hothhard, LUigi Einaudi and' Ludwig Lachmann.
Three years after his death at 92, interest in his thought is
soaring as the conventional economic wisdom crumbles.

But if Mises is an institution, the keystone of Austrian School
economics, what of Mises the man? in the preface to this·
delightful memoir, his wife of thirty-five years writes:

"My husband was a very teserved person., While he was kind
and friendly to all, he was eXh:cmcly self~restrain~d ,and
uncommunicative ahout his own life rind alrairs.. ~ . His
feelings helonged 0I11y til me., I have reason tohelieve that I
am the only person who really knew him.

•"That 'is why I have written this ,book.· ... By telling the story
of our life together,! shall try to reveal LudWig von Mises as
he reany was: a great thinker, a great scholar, a great
teacher'-:'-'hut still a lonely man with a great need for love and
affection."

Mrs. von Mises also gives us fascinating glimpses of the many'
major figures whose Jives' touched her husband's, often with
Sennholz, Boehm-Bawerk, Schumpeter, Huelr, Hothbard,
Einaudi, Hoepke, Otto von Hapshurg, Ayn Hand, Hchc~ca
West, Sylvester Petro, Hans Kelscn, Andre Maurois,
Ralph Haico, Gottfried I1aberler, Percy :'lIId Bettina Greaves,
Henry Hazlitt, "Leonard Head, hracl Kirzncr, Lawrcn~c

Fertig, Fritz Machlup, Bruno Leoni, \VilJialll Peterson,
Frederick Nymeyer, Law.rence Mms,_Jlsc ~fjntz, Allthony
Fisher, Alhert Hahn and Philip Cortney. ~

An extra dimension is added to this illuminating memoir by
two never-before- published tributes: one to Miscs by lJayck,
the other to Hayek by Mises.

j$1. SAVE '9.95~
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I Illustrated,

MISES-MAN
AND INSTITUTION
.. Mises reads Nixon-accurately
• Mises'advice to students who are

required' to' read socialist litera
ture in school

• Reflections on the Am'erican mid-
dle class

• Mis~s on Schumpeter
• The Mont Pelerin Society
• The .Jamous NYU seminar. Ayn

Rand attends
• Mises foretells the fate of Britain
• The story of Human Action. Mises' view of his masterwork
• The only television show Mises watChed
• Per Mises: the aile question you should never ask an economist
• Advice to young men from Boehm-Bawerk
• Why Mises did not want to come to America
• Mises learns a trick from Henry Hazlitt
• Leonard Read and the Foundation for Economic Education
• Mises as dictator: what he would have done
• A banquet for Mises-but somebody forgets to invite him
• The greatest invention of the century, as Mises sees it
• Mises' Socialism: the impact
• The secret of Mises' remarkable memory and vigorous health
• Narrow escape: the Nazis move into Austria, confiscate Mises'

library
• Help for fledgling economists Hayek and, Haberler
• First impressions of America
• The one job that would have made Mises happy
• Why Misesnever wrote an autobiograplly
• The one human weakness that Mises could not forgive
• Mises writes for the New York Times-for $10 an article
• The auto accident. Margitmakes a vow
• Famed economist "changes" his mind about Mises
• Albert Hahn on the difference bet'Mteft Mises and other

economists
• Mises' only bobby
• Mises' place in history: Hans Kelsen's big worry
• Mises on the difference between plagiarism and research
• Mises' "contribqtion" to socialism
• Mises despairs for liberty
• The meeting of Hazlitt and Mises
• The Misesian litmus test for a scholar's imPortance
• What Mises thought 'about Rothbard's Man, Economy and

State
. • Mises: thoughts on women
• Mises' dream of a serious libertarian journal. The two periodi

cals that came closest to his ideal
• Fascinating correspondence from Mises to Hayek

conversations with .customers interested in receiv
ing personal help with their'problems! '

Consistent with this promotion, of bureaucratic
control, the National Institute ,of Mental Health
would become the National Institute of Behavioral
Science, clearly forshadowing my futuristic
National Agency for Mental Security in After the
Good,War. All the so-called psychological, social
and' behavioral sciences would now be subject to
go,:,ernment 'finance and control through this one
super-agency.

Still more ominous, the government would now
become responsible for the equivalent of the "free
lunch" in psychotherapy. Says Torrey, "The State
would be responsible for making available loan
students a certain level of self;.education." By this,
he means that the state would get into the business
of financing psychotherapy. While Torrey is
critical of othe.r grandiose psychiatric 'schemes for
the public good, he neglects th~ totalitarian threat

Reyiew by Peter R. Breggin/Chiiton Book Co.,
1974/$8.95
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es~cl1iatr}'
By .E. Fuller Torrey

...........
Few books have changed histo~y, and stilI

fewer, have changed it for the better. One such
, book is Thomas ~zasz's ,Myth of Mental Illness.
Its two-pronged' attack on the medical 'model for
human" misery, and the involuntary treatment of
psychiatric patients has spearheaded a decade and
more of 'scientific, legal,ethical and political'
resistance' to psychiatric fraud and, oppression.
The fraud is that psychiatrists claim to treat a
me~ical disease caned' "mental illness;" the
oppression takes place when they enforce this
viewpoint on' the hapless patient through in-
voluntary treatment. _

Szasz's critique has had vast influen.c~; it has
even begun ,to reach into the .bowels of the
establishment. E. Fuller Torrey, the author ofThe
Death ofPsychiatry, is a psychiatrist with no less a'
position than that of speciafassistantto the
Director of the National Institute of Mental
Health. How can a man who serves the
government agency' ,most .devoted to' thepr()
motion of psychiatry nonetheless write a book
drawing upon the wisdom of Thomas Szasz? The
secret lies within the book itself: Torrey is
excellent on data, and at times seems very sharp in

"his criticismofspecific.concepts and practices; but
he falls far short-on fundamental ethical and
political principles, the kind. of ,libertarian 'id~als

tn rea-ten',a~~.§n~~~.Jh~ ,", f?untiationsof
ki<b·o.n~r~I·:and··psYchiatricinter-'
he calls, for the death of psychiatry
,heblp:\¥~ n~w.lif~ into ... sta~e

thera.py ~lallother. , '
Torrey.J~ worth reading for his scathing

indictment of the medical model" of personal
problems and the corresponding medical
monopoly over the delivery of counseling services
tounhapPM people. He also criticizes involuntary
treatment and calls conventional hospital treaT
ment into question. He takes note of studies
indicating that psychiatrists diagnose, treat and
discharge"their patients more according to their
own fears, biases and self~interest than according
to any rational or ethical system. He squarely
confronts' the old myth that, mental patients are

.any more dangerous than other citizens, and he
proves how little psychiatrists can be trusted in
their evaluations of potential dangerousness. Most
admirably, he goes ouron a libertarian limb by
endorsing the right to' suicide. He even advocates
personal responsibility, declaring that free, will
exists to one degree or another in everyone with
pers'onal problems, and he reminds us that
deterministic psychiatric concepts encourage the
very irresponsibility which psychiatrists are
mandated to "cure." While doing all this, his text
is filled with references to interesting and
worthwhile research studies. '

Wherein are the problems?
Torrey is much more the power-seeking

bureaucrat than a libertarian. He wants to increase
government monitoring of the professional
relationship between psychotherapist and client.
He redefines psychotherapy into an educational
model, and chooses the designation "tutor" for
all those professionals who help individuals gain
self-understanding and a better life. This in itself is
admirable, for it undermines the medical
monopoly. But once having made this redefinition
he calls for government control and licensing of '
these tutors! Special regulations would beestab
lished, inclUding the virtual~nslavement of the
tutor by holding him responsible for his availa
bility to clients during personal emergencies. Thus
the government becomes responsible for how,
when, and where professionals may conduct

March/April 19 77 \ .>
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WAR AND PEACE I

though Trumbo writes about a young American
infantryman. The young man of the .story is
horribly wourtded, deprived of his sight, smell and
hearing (his entire face is gone), as wen as his arms
and legs~ The book consists largely of flashbacks
to his life before he was "hit by an enemy shell"
and entered as a number insorne report filed by
na.meless bureaucrats' in Washington,: D.C. Now
that it is lost,: he realizes how desi(able life is.
Duringth~ mid196()satid;t~e' Vietham War, the, .

newspapers used't0 have littie'boxes on the front
page listing"'their~' 'deaddandHours."People ,
would glance al them and then' turn to the comics
section. It takes something like Johnny' Got His
Gunto remind you that each one of those numbers
represented a group of men, each of whom had a
life, complete with memories, families, lovers,
hopes and plans. The War Lords .of Washington
had brJ!tally. rubbed .. them out... When a man
becomes a number ,it is easy to erase him without
rem01:se.

, , 1 know ofno book

which brings home the case

for 'peace so well. " ,

The'cerid of the book contains'Trumbo's major
philosophic statement, as the wounded man begins
to communicate with his nurse by tapping out

, messages in Morse code with his body.' Using this
method, he attempts to relate to her years of.silent

. and isolated brooding about the conditions and
forces which landed him where he is. Be asks to be
placed on exhibit as a warning of what war is and
what the next will be like. The doctor turns him
down'and drugs him to end the annoying tappings.
The :last few pages leave the youth fading under
the drug and hating those who had taken his life

, and would continue, unhindered by conscience or
;p:pbli~condemnation, to' sacrifice still more. He
carries. on a great. libertarian tirade against the
.~,tateJri)iis ~ind.("IfX9~teUusJQ make tb;~;,,~orld

¥?,i~~f~~~QIt'~~Tocra:Qy,!,t41e'sc,r:~~Jl1s,,:)f~r~I~~sly~ '''~e
,'I' ~~J:Wln·taKe~YOtl.senously and~ by :Gotl and 'by Qhnst

we win~~,~~itso. We will;use.t.lleg~nsyou force
,·.··upon us; we will use them tp:~et~J~J.ltl~:Q~rY~ry lives
, .and the menace to our lives '~ao~sf":'tlofdlie on the

other side of a n'o":mail~'s land that was set apart
without our consent. It lies within our own
boundaries here and now we have seen it and we
know it." '

The only disappointm~nt of this terrifying book
is the author's introduction. Trumbo's typical
leftism leads him to denounce only some wars, and
of course, the war against Nazi Tyranny, to make
the world safe for democracy, was different.
World War I, Korea, and Vietnam were all
despicable wars, but World War II, the bloodiest
war in history, was not. It's a shame that Mr.
Trumbo's blind political allegiances (his pro
Soviet attitudes and desire for iar were typical of "
the left of the late thirties and forties) led him to
refrain from applying the message of Johnny Got
His Gun to World War n. He even oes SQ far as to
defend censorship' aimed against his own book.
"There are tiines when it may be needful for
certain private righ!s to give way to the
requirements of a larger pu~lic good." Qespite
this flaw, Trumbo's Johnny Got His Gun is
brilliant. . ' .'

While .Remarque and Trumbo describe war
trom the point of view of the suffering soldier,

Jaroslav Hasek uses war as a stage on which to
lambast and mock the State. Hasek was active in
prewar libertarian circles in Pragu~ and was
inducted into the Austro-Hungarian army after a
long history of anti-S~ate activism. He had taken
part in anti-imperialist demonstrations in 1897 and
in 1906 joined theCzechslovakian anarchist
movement. In 1907 he became' editor of an
anarchist journal. Hasek was famous in Prague
~or the pranks he played on the monarchy and its
servants. One of the most daring'of tnese hoaxes
occurred' just prior to the war's outbreak when
Hasek took a room at the hotel U Valsu, known
for being a half brothel and half hotel, and
registered as a Russian. The n.ame he registered
under sounded Russian, but became "Kiss my
arse" in Czech when read backwards. He declared
to the clerk that his reason for being in Prague was
to check into the activities of the AustrianGeneral
Staff and,,\Vithwar.hysteria at ,full pitch" t.he.de~k

clerk notified the ·police. Tl)e gendaqnes,: thinking
they' had an important .'. spy .on their .hands,
surrounded the hot~l,·· only to find the famous
pranksterHasek. His response to questions about
his purpose was that he was checking the
efficiency ·of· the' Austrian police. Hasek the
anarchist was jailed. '

This anecdote gives a hint of the content of
Hasek's famous masterwork",: which is largely
based on his own .wartime ,experiences. The good
soldier Josef·Svejk plays one hoax after another
on the Austrian military. apparatus", He does thi~

by simply following orders ... to the letter. Svejk.
does all .. he is ordered to do, precisely. as it is
ordereci, This, of course, inevlt~bly'leads to chaos
and the sightQf superior officers te~ringtheir ha.ir
out by the, handful, for how can one punish sucll
imbecUic o\:>edience? W;~thout a doupt, The Good
SoldierSvejk,isoneof the most hilarious books.I
have everread~Hasek,' who. has been comp~red
favorably with Cervantes and Rabe,lais, ha~,

written one of the most' parbe,d. and witty· assa-u;lts
on the State everpenned. While itis,along Qookn ;
and the writing is at times uneven ..(Hasekwrote
parts of it while drunk), 'the cop,tentis sufficiently
captivating to enthrall the w~adi9r from start . to

,finish. The humorous illustrations by the Czech
artist·. and companion . ofMasek,i1Josef Lada,
enliven the pages;, perfectly 'complementing
,Hasek's magnum opos.

Each of these three books is filled withJ1'lsi$:n:ts
that, complement .libert~rian ,a~aJ}'~is.,' I

,recommenq them without re~er)'atiop.~· .. ;;

"", " ,' ...' ," ,',' :,-'

Review, BreJ;1t ,Bpzell, Gany .Wills .andiRobert
Welch". Buckley "tended toreject-Illuchof·classi
caleconomic'liberalism' and 'the utilitarian ethics
of lai.ssez-faire, thedynainiCphilosophy ofchange
and thecaleulus of pleasure inat undermines the
moraf 'restraints of ~ustom,religi6n,family. arid
community ~' . .'. Buckley became the George
Fitzhugh of the master class." ' .

A far cry from the Souther Agrarians with their
support of. the. middle-class worker and. farmer ...
against monopoly and exploItation.. In' Who Owns
America? and America.n Review, they expressed
their development of the ideas of G.. K. Chesterton
and Hilaire Belloc. 'Their emphasis on ownership
of the soil, craftsmanship, self-government and
localism,and the expressi()n of val\l~s through
poetry rather than the Old Lef.t';s. scientislll; and
positivism, found their heirs in the New Left.

"The link between the Old Rig);lt and the New
Left" is much deeper and more important than
Diggins suggests, certainly much more than· their
defeat by a common enemy~liberal corporatism.
One would be hard pressed to decide whether it
was 'Hubert Humphrey and Dean Rusk or James
Burnham who most often accused the New Left of
the ultimate treason: neo-isolationism. Due, to his
own "Vital Center" liberalism, Diggins is limited
in the kinds of issues that he perceives and the
directions in which he traces them. But still, the
issues which he does discuss ,are important ones,
and he treats them w.ith lucidity. There is indeed a

, great deal more work to be done in understanding
the transformations of the American political
spectrum in the twentieth,century, but Up From
Communism should ~till be regarded as an impres-,
sive contribution t~)'6uFknowiedge in ,this ar,ea~ _

• ,I' ')
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more than $400 million. There are infidelities
scheming, ~aneuveriD;g, shootings, beatings, pay~
offs, and a great deal more .besides, all caused
effectively by Prohibition. Each chapter in The -
Long Thirst picks up a strand in thelife of a major
character, with titles like: "The Country Gives in

.Quietly," "President Hoover Appoints a Com
mission," "President Hoover Wishes He Hadn't
Appointed a Commission," "Franklin D. Roose
velt Admits He's Damp," and "The Long Thirst
Ends." It readslike a good novel.
. Today" we suffer from a "drug proble~."Half
a century ago, we were 'in the midst of the' 'booze
problem," and what some pious intellectual
frauds called America's "noble experiment" ~
Prohibition. Foisted upon unsophisticated Ameri
cans by a flock of biggoted "ProgressiveH

reformers and businessmen whose capacities for
tolerance were severely taxed by people enjoying
themselves over a drink, Prohibition was indeed
an experiment: an experiment in attempting to
control the consumption habits of the American
people by oppression, intimidation, harassment
violence, imprisonment, and murder. '

The First Year.

The Next Year.

,Weekly, Libertarian News.
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booze, and in the end finds himself out~aneu
vered by shrewd politicans, such as FDR.

We watch the rise and fall of lobbyist Wayne
Wheeler, of the Anti-Saloon League; attorney
George Remus begins· with a $50,000 per year
legitimate job, pours over the Prohibition laws
with cunning and intelligence, an~ builds a liquor
empire netting more than. $40 million. His wife
Imogene makes it with a Prohibition agent,
promotes his' destruction in· prison, dissipates his
fortune, and plots against his life, only to face
justice in the end. We watch the career of Al
Capone skyrocket, with Capone beginning as a
subqrdinate and ending .. with ·an operation worth

Thepa(aIIelslbet~een our .current narcotics
prohibitionan<;lthe·.aIcohol·. prohibition of the
1920's are too strikingtoignore. ... The
smuggling, hijackil\¥' bribery, corruption, politi
cal maneuvering, gang warfare,and disrespectfor
law which j)e<;ame institutions in America during

. the '20's.operate again in the '70's.
The contraband commodity has changed from

booze to drugs and the volume ofbusiness may be
smaller, but the profit per customer is greater.
Some of our most prosperous of men were
gangster liquor dealers during the 1920's, while
some of the policemen and public offiCials who

.protect them may '/.)e the grandsons of men who
did likewise· fifty years ago..So· many policemen,
politicans and government agents. have been
caught doing business with drug ractEeteers that it
i~ reasonable to ask whether the'agencies respons
ible for stopping the drug traffic are actually
being used to perpetuate it.

,Reviewed by Roy A. Childs, Jr.lNorton,
1974/$9:95

The Long Thirst is not a scholarly 'work on pro
"hibition, but rather a story inhuman terms. It is
Prohibition in America, 1920-1933 as lived by: "a
frustrated governor, a crooked mayor, a slippery
Bishop,a blustering bigot, a formidable lobbyist,
a rotund sleuth, a stylish hoodlum, an honest rum
runner, a deceived·bootlegger,a militant socialite,
a woman prosecutor, three dry presidents-and a
wet one." Int6 this book is squeezed a great deal
of life, with its frustrations, itsoccasionafsadness,
failures,disruptions,and its humor. Thomas
Coffey is interested to .show us how Prohibition
affected human lives: he helps us to see the results,
the generation of organized crime itself as a sort of
Hayekian "spontaneous order," to flout the law,
the \tnintend~d criminal consequences of· restric
tioJilism; there Js the rapid rise and fall of
illustrious and not-so-illustrious careers, the dizzy
ing wealth accumulated almost overnight by some,
the violent deaths suffered by others.

It is indeed this human element which makes
The Long Thirst so fasCinating. Izzy Einstein, a
lowly postal clerk, applies fora job as an agent
when prohibition strikes, and has" the most
exciting time of his life as "Prohibition Agent No.
1," arresting people left and right; GovernorAl
Smith,a wet Governor (an even wetter candidate
for. ;President) finds himself trapped by anti;;;
Catholic! biggotry because of his position on

March/Aoril1977

Some months ago, on Tom Snyder's "Tomor
row" television program, there was' an extra
ordinary guest, whose face was hidden from the
camera and the television audience. He was identi
fied only as "Joey the Hitman," and was a gun:.
m~n for organized.crime, responsible for a great
many killings over the years. He had nocompunc
tions about h.is "job," had made a good living at
it, and had published at least one pseudonymous
memoir about his experiences. He was a perfect
guest for a talk show, and talk he did; for a fasci
nating hour.

What struck this viewer most were-his references
to the relationship between organized crime and
government intrusions into social life, outlawing
such things as' loan sharking, prostitution, gam
bling and, particularly, illicit drugs. At the end of
-the show, Joey made a rather'· surprising state
ment:hethanked the Women's Christian Temper
ence Union for having made his interesting career
and life possible. Joey, it transpired, had gotten
his start with the forces of organized crime during
Prohibition, which theWCTU had helped to pro
mote. It was a grand gesture, indeed,'fora hit man
to thank such women for his successes in life.
. Thomas Coffey makes a complementary. point
iQ·th~.Forewax:~ taThe Long Thirst: .



Three themes' hinted at'. obliquely, in them are here
sharply focused:

.1. Creativity is widely dispersed through the\popu
lation, with' intelligence .a Iiecessary condition of
really original work, but nota sufficient one.

\ 2~ Creative people are both crazier and saner than
the gener~l population. That is, they. are unusually
open toprbfound .feelings, employing/repression far
less thau'tlle average. This causes them to seem un
us~a.lly troubled, but they .• are alsostron~ enough to .
handle such !temporary instability and anxie~ywith
out falling apart. It is precisely this combination~f .
open s~lf-awareness'with int~grative strength; th~t

makes their creativity possiblt1.
3. Independen~e of judgment is .strobgly~orre

hlted with originality and itsaccompany'ing person
ality traits. Fotex~nlple, agl'PllPi9fcreative~~ite~s
showed statisticallytwicei as niu<:h" independence of
judgment as.the:.norm.. qbyi01fI¥tthis~,Q~~P9werflJl
social ·implications. ·All· three':b'<5oks' suggest that
cre,ative people are those most resistant to any SQI't of
conformi2"or autpority.As .Barron unequivocally
puts it: . 'If the rules deprive you of some part of
yourself, then it isbetter to be unrufy."

"A personmay be said to be most elegant, and most
healthy, when his awareness includes the br~adest
possible aspects of human .. experience, ..and '. the
deepest possible comprehension of them, while at,
the same time he is most simple and direct in his
feelings, thoughts, and actions."

"When such simpliCity amid complexity has been
(achieved .. Awonew.andmost important affects
come .• into~xistenbe ,in the .individual's ' experience.
One ofthese·i's the'feeling that one is free and that
life, and its outcome a're in one's. own hands. Tl:!e
otherJsa new experience ofthe passage oftime, and
adeeperserise of relaxed patticipation.in the pres
ent moment,"
"1

Creativity and P-ersonal Freedom is a land~ark. A
rich and suggestive work, it is the fruit of many years
of thought' and research il1to thefo1;lndations of psy,.
chQlogicaf .vitality, covering a prodigious array' .of
subjects: the formation of personal philosophy,
growth and change through. psychotherapy, .enrich
inghuman relationships, the meaning of freedom
and free will" independence of jugement and :re
sistance, toconformity, what expansion ofconscious
ness' means, drug and .transc~ndental experience,
creativity in aU its forms. Barron shows how psycho~

logical' research, complete with normal curv~s and
distribution clusters, can deal with such complex
and crucial phenomena.

His opening framework:

, "Many scientists,.
especiallyphysical scientists,
tend toisol~tetheir creativity
in/ their work, to keep. it
separate from the rest of
their lives, particularly their
hurpanrelationships. , ,

Libertarian Rel'iew

Then he begins tb interconnect,~·correlate, to give
experimental validatibn' for many ·of the themes
covered more impressionistically and anecdotally by
the other books. '

•

\ The more one thinks abO'ufthesourceS: ~I lid' cor
relatives of creativity, the more the waves or1mpIica
tionspread, finally touching all the most vital q~es
tions facing humankind. Thesethreeibooks, com
plementing one another.in method and material, are,
$irh Koestler's Ac{ofCreation, Maslow's late work.
and. the books of Colin Wilson, the.most. interesting
and accessible explorations of this humanfrontier. I

Barron offers usthis enticing glimpse ofour fron
tier's topography:

I LIFE OFTHE MIND I

the freely-ranging activities of the imagination,. i.e.,
both the range and its borders are necessary. Such
insights proliferate and fecundate e:x:citingly
throughoutthis collection.

Rosner and Abt's series ofinterViews, TheCrea
tive, Experienc'e; isa perfectcoro,plenlcmt to the
Ghiselin anthology> For here we begin to place the
creative process in the larger conte:x:t of the total life
experie~ce. of the originators. These interviewees are
all well-known, each in a different field; many are
world famous: Noam Chomsky, Harlow Shapley,
Arthur Koestler, Aaron Copland, Edward Steichen,
etc. > /

One ofthe most basic elements ofcreativity is.con
cretizedin The CreativeExperience.. In one interview
afterapoth.t1r, in field after field, we are remfndedof
tlie need for takingoffthe"blinder~,~' forgetting out·
of the same old "grooves," for constantly battling
"to keep. from rigidifying," for ma,intaining the
"open eye" and the "open mind." "If it's 'surprising,
it's exciting," states NoamChomsky. And Steichen
echoeshim ev~n more radically: "There are no good
habits." Says Frank Barron: "Creation is a stone
thro,wn.uphill against the downward rush of habit."
Blltwhatofthe role of knowledge, ~kill and plain
old sweat? Rosne~. and Abtanswerthus:The' keys
are "structured openness,x>and "disciplined flexi
'lility." Or, know·Y9urstuff~·I)llttakenothingfor

"anted.

The stress. of many()f' these .interviews on the' con
tinual interplay of' the whole of one's experi~nce

str~ck' a spark in me. When I read of film director
Sidney Lumet's. belief that ifa flexible equilibrium
hadn~tbeetf·reached-in the rest of his 1ife~ "the work:
would have slowly, run down," it caught fire. I've al
ways wondered why many scientists, especially
physical scientists, rut:l out of new discoveries so'
young, while alitists often produce unabatedly all
their lives. Rosner and Abt suggest, in their con
'elusion, that many scientists, especially physical
scientists, tend to isolate their Gteativity in their
work, to keep·it.separate from'the rest. of their lives,
particularly their human relationships. Perhaps this
containment of creativity in one area, this compart
mentalization, suggests one key to ung~rstanding

this disturbing phenomenon.
. Conversely, a full, creative life, indeed all human

growth and expansion, is nourished by the same
s~urces~~th~ production of new works or ideas
and follows the same rules~This is an idea ofrevohi
tionary significance far the actual quality of people'.s
lives,~>ne ofthe most truly liberating ideas ofall.

As··an· e;xtended; synthesizing.·exploration of .the
.roots . and offshoots of .creativity, Frank Barron's

I

" ,Creativity is one of the
ll1()st~fascinatingand

)- ':.• :, .' . -"::~"i- '. • '.- _ : '.' ,.,';. -~ y' ,

SlgnIflcantJlctlzzle~of

humartnllture. The creative
act exists atthe frontiers of
human consciousness ."

Ct~ativity and Personal Freedom
/By Frank BarroD.

Several nights ago, my mind full ofthOlights about
my review, I had this dream: It is early in Beetho
ven'~ career. One day, a piece emerges from his pen
that ne:and I .know carries· the first unJllistakeable
earmarks of original genius. Someone"a'Sks me why. I
.pa\lse.J~no\V itas I know my own name, I am filled
wlth:tne'wonder of it.ButI~an't say, why. And
neitnercan Beethoven.

This expresses the sense .of mystery that seems to
envelop the creative act. Does this mean inquiry is

t .:l?T tWit K &. - ""tKT tIl I ,',--~':" -' ,'., ",':. - ..::::", .. '.- :',-?),as ~~.oquo e aer, au~:w~~:p:);!:r' .7.'Y,~C'~" ., . . .'. .

:~~~~ ~~~:~~i~lh~::~;})ji~~lt~~3'figl~~:e1f ... , '~~tisif~and sd~htiiic
thisisuielydoes not entail any claim that no mys- •• h h ·
tedes remain.". ' creatIVIty, vi atever t elr

. qreativity is one of the most fascillating and sig- d·ff' t· II
~ificantpuzzles of human nature. The creative act . I_erences, are essen la y
e.x.ists ~tth.... efr~nt.i.er~ .Of...~uman.. consci<>... U.s..n~ss.~hen. thoe.... same process. ,
explormg;a frontler,/weneed all the maps we'can" ..., '. • /
find~bowev~rinaccur~te~r.·~~~tCky tn~~j~hj:~r0.:,!">,c,;:~;'.;!i?,;<,;;c\:;'1~?,:,;;trl.J:'r: C·C·

Many~reatorshavethemselves undertaken such !~'

.e:x:ploration. Br~~ster <3hiseliIl.,in TheCre(ltivep'roc- .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
es~, .h~~' brought together an .. illuminatingcollectioQ. ~

'"ofthe!~~including classic accounts from Coleridge to
~oincape,fromMozart toHerbert Spencer. Ghiselin
.opens with 'along introductron.which· succinctly apd .

, .'

.11ieGreative Experience
Ed'~~;\~By Stanley Rosne~ and Lawrence Abt

admirably summarizes many' of the patterns that
emerge from these accounts. As one reads on, there
is an exhilarating sense ofseeing these patterns form.
from· tnechaotic flush of life' itself, of b.eing (inside
thecre.ators'minds as these seemingmirad~soccur.'

Understanding begins' to dispel the mystery,
,though the wonder remains. An example: Poincare
~mphasizes the role of feelings in the mathemati
cian'~work,whileCocteau reminds us that thought
is equally crucial to the poet.Wesee that artistic and
scientific creativity, whatever their~ifferences,are

essential1ythesame·proceS$~:,':,R~.~dln$the.. various
~,accounts ofartisticcreation,andconttecting them to

. ,th~·<.lescriptions.of~eientific;discovery, ·afurther .. in
.si'l1t'ig'¢tY:Sfallizej1: Tlterole of artistic, form, like
tllat,oft~escienMc problem, isto set parameters..for .

Reviewed> by Regina Hugo I Process,' New
. AmerieanLibrary,1.955 /$1.50/ Experience,

Delta,: 1970 I $2.95/ Personal Freedom, Van
Nostra'nd, 1968 I $4.95.

~tle.. Greative Process
'. Ed~.By Brewster.. Ghiselin
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simply wants people to have their eyes open and
not be fooled into thinking they are getting
something for nothing.

This is an excellent work. One of the most
hard-hitting AEIhas ever published. While one
could hope for more forceful conclusions, one
cannot deny that much of the present support for
deregulation in Congress is a direct result of
studies like this one. I can only commend ProL
Weidenbaum and AEI for a job well done. _
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of force, and lhl" (Hstinctions hctwccn·fort..'c, fraud and l..'oer·
d()f1. Eric rvhl~k is assistant l";rot'J'ssor of :,hilosol,hy' at
Tu'lane LJI~i\'c.rsit\' and a cOl1trihlttil1~ editor l}f 'Reason Mac ..
a/inc .. Tape 738 j44min.) S9.I)5. ' .

The LOgic of International,pjpJqnt~cy.:'l)avid
Fried'man. MaIntaIning that '~111:",jn-l-t'-r\'clit-\H'nt.,"'I~.'1on:i!!-tl

polit'~· is extremely dangerous, Friedman' argues"lhe l"'''l'
for a return to isolationism. He discusses the present world
situation in whie~ ,there arc t."-II- major powers, and eX;:lIni~le,

the'possihility of an altcrnatlH', onc-power world, 1\11 assIst ..
ant profes<sor {)(,e~'(lnonlit'\ at .\t~irginia Pol.ytl'l'hnic Inslill1tl',
David ,Friedman IS' author ot flte Alae/1locn' /If Frecdum.
Tape 739 (40 min. 1SI).95. .

The Middle East•. An analvsi, "j war. politi:'s and "il
in the Mideast. '·-Paneltsts arl' hlstorY.'pr}Jkssor Leonard
Li~~i()" aUlhor Stcve Halnrook, and John 'H~lgcl. presidtJ11
or'thl' Center for Lihertarian SlUdies. Tape 740 (71 min.)
S10.50

Libertarianism and Social-Philosophy: Tibor
Machan. Libertarians ,should he ~.'oni.·erned with more

- than politics. contends Tibor Machan. Human. decen.c'
demands that we take positions on a borad range ot soCIal
issues. Dr. Machan teaches philosophy "tthe Slate Unl\er
sitv of New York. Fredonia, and is a prolitic contributor to
R,;"slIIl maga/ine. rape 742 (,37 min.) 59.95

Libertarian Morality: John Hospers. Dr. Hospers
focuses nn indiviclual sovereignty and personal rights as Ihe
keystones of libertarian n1l1ralitv. Tape 743 l64 min.) $10.50

The Convention Tapes

Welcome Address: Ed Crane and Roger
MacBride. The LP's national chairman and presidetitial
candidait.' discuss .the pl'ogress 01 the. l'ampaign and the
future of the Partv. Tape 733125 min.l $8.95

The CIA~FBIThreat to PriVacy: Morton IlaIpem.
An incisive analvsis of the illegal actions of government
agencies. Halperin discusSt"s the dangers I'0sed I:i~ state secrets
and executive orders, and reveals the Inghtenmg pract,ces
~f the CIA. FBI. NSA and other government agencies. He
Cll.ncludes by -telling what can bedon~l\l protect Amencans
from theSt" organizations. A ti'rmer deputy aSSIstant secretary
of defense, Morton Halperin is a member olthe ACLU and
the Council on Foreign Relations. (lneludes a quest,,~n-and

answer period,l Tape 736 (53 mln.1 59.95

Nathaniel, BrandenteU~How toComm~lDicate,
Political Ideas. To a large and appreciative audience.
Dr. Brandcn explains how libertarians can hreak down the
barriers that prevent them from gettll1g pohtlcal Ideas across
to others. (Includes a question-and-answer period,) Tape 732
(55 min.) S9.I)5

History of the Model'll Libertarian Movement:
Ral.,h'Rai~o. Dr. Raico dis~~sses the libertarian lOme·
ment s place m hIStory. an<1" plters a scatlHng an,alySls oj
Jimmv Carter. Gerald Ford. Lestcr Maddox. and the Re
publican and Demq,raticParties .. A Ilongtime libertarian
activist. Ralph Raico IS prolessor 01 hIStory. at the State Ul1I'
versity of New York_ Buffalo. Tape 734 l42 min,159.9S

In Septeml:ier of I<}70. more than 000 enthusiastic liber
tarians from around the coun~rv (and the world) descended
on Wa:;hington,D,C. li,r the Libertarian Party's Iilih national
convention.

"The best convention ever!" was the 'erdict of many delc
gates· when the four-day event was over.,...·
• Now. almost aU' of the Convention's outstanding talks,
panels and workshops arc available on eassctte tapes-:-fmm
AUDIO·FORUM. Each was recorded "Ii"e'" on the spot.
capturing all the intellectual.excitement of the 'occasion.

If you were fortunate enough to have heen at the C(ll~\'~l~-,

tion, vou can reli\'tf'vour fa\'orHe 1ll0mCIl(S on tape, It you
missed out,' here's vpur '(.hanc{' (() hem-· the highlights 'Of
'~T.he Sectm,1 Lrhcrt~iriiln .Rt·\'·t)luti(lI1,'~

Roger MacBride's Banquet Address. The LP's
t <}76presidentilll candIdate derivers .a rousmg Ialkat Ihe
banquet in his honor. .MacBride·s dISCUSSIon ot ·hlS -cam-,
paign and thc growth 0' hhertanamsm drew repeated cheers
and applause from the audience. Tape 731 lSI min.1 S9.95

The 1976

LIBERTARIAN PARTY
NatiDnal' Cenvention

/
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A Non4nterventionist ..' Foreign Policy: Earl
C. Ravenal. DL R~venal accuses the Americ.an g,)vern- iAJbbying, for Libertarianism. Three seasoned
ment of hypocricy. secrecy. elitism and waste 10 tts conduct Washington hands explam how to mlluenee ~overnment
of foreign affairs. He also tells how we can reduc: the .thr:at through lobbying. Panelists. are Bob Bra~er. aIde to· con-
of ,,·ar. A well-known writer and adviser on American lorelgn gressman Ron Dellums: Scootch Pankonm, a'deto 'l'on-
and military policy. Dr. Ravena.lis a tl,rmer director ,~I the gressman Steve Symms: and Alan Bock. head of .thc
Asian Division in the office 01 the Secretary 01 Delense. Libertarian Advocate lobby109 group. Tape 744 (32 1010.1
Tape 737 165 min.) 510.50 59.95

~---~--'~-'~~~~-~---~--------~---~~--'
I

.. .'. . . . . II understand that if I'm not completely satlsfted. I.ma)' I
Rush me the foIlowmg Llbertanan Party Convention tapes. . return the recording(s) within three weeks andrecetve a I

I 51 AIl 18 Lp'Convention tapes at a 0 #741. Feminism Panel. $9.95 full refund. AFI03 I
I 15% discount. 5154.00- 0 #742. SociaIPhilosophy.~,$9.95 Name I
I 0 #731, M~cBritk's Banquet Address. 0 #743. Libertarian Morality. $ro.50 Address I

59.95 0 #744. Lobbying Panel, $9.95 City State Zip -- I
I 0 #732. Branden on Communicating, - $

S9.95 0 #745. Defending th~ Undefend- 0 Enclosed is my check or money order tor ---- I
I 0 #733. Welcome. S8.Q5 abIes. $9.95 C Charge my credit card: .

C BankAmericard =Master Charge American Express I
I 0 #734. History. 59.95 0 #746,' Austrian Economics Panel.

S1050 Card numberI 0 #736. Threat to Privacy, S9.95 . . I
[j #737, Foreign P~licy.510.50 0 #747,.· Psychology and Politics. Expiration date I

I 510.50 Signature C')o #738, Natural Rights. S9.?5 ' 'it

I . 0 #748. American Revolution. $9.95 !!!!!!IIIlllUftl'~ ~"'~I 1m:@) co1 0 ;~~:s International Dipomacy. D #749. Rothbarcfs Benediction.. ' ~ r
I 0 11740, Middle East Panel. SI0.50 59.95 .' 901N. Wash~ngton St., Alexandria, VA 22314/
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same with- all the other agencies Weidenbaum
examines.

In keeping with AEI's policy of balancing its
conclu,~ions,Weid~nbaum tries to' avoid outright
advocation. of the abplishment of federal reguta
tory agencies. Jlisobjectis only to show that such
regulations are not for free. The: cost may be
hidden by higb~J;" prices, bu~ it Js /there neverthe
less. If socieW:d~em~the cost justified by the
beIJefits, well that is all right toWeidenbaum.. He

" ... ·thp~esubjettto
. ," U ·.i

govetffmefit.'regtilatiol1
""'-,-,,'" !. ' ," ,.'

inVariably come ~()'cof1.trol

the regulatory apparatus.
This is as true of airlines and
the-CAB, unions and the
NLRB, as it is for almost
every other
vested interest. , ,

In recent. testimony before. the .. Senate Sub
committee on A\viation, John. E. Robson,. chafr
manoftheCivil Aeronautics Board, said that the
board found "persuasive" th~numerous studies
on the airline industry which concluded that
regulation had led to inefficiency, thwarted
desirable change and benefited vested interests at
the public's expense. "Close an~lysis seems to
bear "out that regulation has, over time, probably
produced a higher cost level than would have
occurred in its 'absence," he admitted.'

In 1974, Lewis A. Engman,. chairman of the
'Federal Trade Commission,made. similar char~s.
"Oui airlines, our truckers, ourrailroad,s, our
electronic ~edia, and countless others are. on the
dole," he~aid."Wegetirateabout: welfare fraud,
but our comp1ex systeJJls !ofhidden regulatory
subsidies make welfare fraud look like petty
larc<;ny',"

, l{evlewed:by·;Brnce Ba~tlett I American .Enter:
priseJnstitut~,l~~~ 1'$3.00 .

>~

As everyone who read Gabriel Kolko's
Railroads and Regulation or' Triumph of Conser,.
vatism knows,. those subject to governm~nt

regulation invariably come to control the regu
latory apparatus. This is as true of airlines and the
CAB, ullion~and,theNLRB, as it is Jor almost
every other vested interest. This always means that
the public is forced to pay more than it would. on
the free market. The reasons why this happens are
complex but less important than the fact that it
exists. Murray Weidenbaum has proved it.

When the economy is booming, it can afford the 
extravagance of paying more than. it h~s to for
goods and. services produced by go~ernment
regulated industries. When it is not so good,
peoplebecome more receptive to thetruth. It is the
force of reality, more than simply the persuasive
ness of Professor Weidenbaum's study, that has
made it SQ important.

Weidenbaum uses the case study method in his
work. He simply goes down the list of government
regulations and· calculates their· dollar cost •to the
consumer. Thus he points out that 1the price of a A

new car in 1974 was approximately $320 higher
than it would have been in the !lbsence of federally
imposed safety and pollution controls. This does
Dot even consider the higher taxes necessary to pay
for the ··regul*-tory machinery. The story ·is ·the
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patient hut firm insistence that the aim of educa
tion "is to facilitate" understanding in all its
forms~" The university, therefore, should not
concern itself only with the accumulation of
knowledge, or with mere technological proficiency
in a given field; rather, it should seek the "enlight"
eninent of mind." This is the criterion by which to
judge the relative importance of. subjects offered
by universities; those subjects concerned with
fundamental principles are the most essential for a
cultivated mind. Moreover, "Every course in the
cirriculum should be a course in thinking, in the
sense that it should give the studentdiscipline in
the sifting of evidence, the drawing of
conclusions, and the checking of these conclusions
against the facts."

In oppositiofl to many educationalists,
Blanshard believes that values are objective - that
one's judgment of art, for instance, is not simply
an issue of taste - and he believes that a function
of education is to instill!in students a respect for
values. "We are threatened," Blanshard argues,
"with a blight of standardlessness, and it is no
wonder that students complain' of alienation and
the meaninglessness of life."

With this empha,sison principles and values,
Professor Blanshard quite naturally concludes
that "philosophy lies at the heart, of education."
But this, he emphasizes, does not. mean· a philos
ophy, in the,sense of a specific doctrine. Instead, it
pertains to an attitude, a frame of mind - "the
philosophic temper, the habit of criticism and self
criticism, the tying of one's self-respecLto being
reasonable in belief and behavior."

" In these pages we see
not just Brand \Blanshard',
the philosopher, but Brand
Blanshard·the"fuan _. ~f

man of deep'bBmmltft1~ht>
to values and to the
impartial"-pursuit

of truth. "

The reasonable mind thusconstitut'es the
summon bonum of a liberal ,education. Such a
mind is concerned primarily with facts, with what
isaciually the case_....and it strives to regulate belief
and action by this standard. This reasonableness,
Blanshard contends, depends not on information
as such, but on a disposition or habit.' Reasonable
ness has to becomeI(ingrained in one's'character, it
has to become an integral aspect of one's way of
life. In advocating this "habit of reasonableness"
as an essential goal of education, Blanshard
follows in the footsteps.. of the classical
philosophers who viewed the intellectual virtues as
habitus, i.e. ,as a characteris'ticmanner of func
tioning in varied circumstances. The reasonable
man, in this view, is. the man who is inclined, by
his "second nature," always to subject his beliefs
and actions to careful scrutiny. This does qot
mean that a reasonable man .is without passion;
rather, it means that, for a reasonable man, the
first passion is truth. '

The Uses of a Liberal Education \discusses a
broad spectrum of, other topics, including the idea
of a gentleman, conformity, serenity, admiration,
courage, machines, and the joy of books. Each of
these essays is a gem in itself. But there is another
reward to be gleaned from tl)is book, aside from
its cbntent. Brand Blanshard is one of the few

. contemporary philosophefs (Walter Kaufmann
andAyn Rand also come to mind) who is able to
blend a passion for his subject with a. masterful,.
invigor~ting style. The result is that The Uses ofa I

Liberal Education serves' a purpose commonly
reserved for fiCtion: it. provides one with
emotion~l and spiritualfuel. This book should be

. read slowly, savored, aiu;lread again'~ not
because it is difficult, but because it is a delight. -

Libertarian Review

• SONY· Model TC-45.'Handheldrecorder·player dOUbles as
portable dictating machine. Built-in mike, automatic shutoff.
Battery meter. Tape counter. 4-way power supply. Regularly
$140. Our price, $126 with purchase of any tape.
• GE Top-selling mode1M8455. Operates on AC cord or bat
teries. Built"in mike. $49.95, our price•. $45 with purchase of
any tape.

Brand Blanshard is the model philosopher a
worthy ideal for the intellectual in. search of a
hero.

The Uses ofa Liberal Education -a collection
of essa,Ys and lectures spanning many years - is
less technical than the above books; and for this
reason it is also more revealing. For in these pages'~

t we. see not just Brand Blanshard the philosopher;
but Brand Blanshard· the man -··a man of deep
commitment tovalues and to the'impattial pursuit
of truth.

... Thyse essays revolve around the nature and
goals of a liberal education, and they share a

Moss, Laurence S.
ANARCHY WITH PROPERTY: AN AMERICAN
VARIANT

Prof. M~ssdiscussestwotypes of an'lm;hist thought:the
socialist. variety which requires the elimination of private
·property. and·whathe calls "property 'anarchism"-;-a
distinctly American school. The early theorists of prop
erty anarchism are profiled. They include Josiah Warren.
J.KJngalls. Ezra Heywood. William B. Green. Benjamin
R Tucke[. and Lysander Spooner. It is. Murray Roth
bard.contends Prof. Moss. who has brought about the
contemporary revival of interest in property anarchism.
He analyzes Dr. Rothbard's theories at length and salutes
his contributions. Lawrence Moss is a visiting associ-ate
professor at the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy.
Tufts University. He is the editor of The Eco~/Omics(~{

Ludwig vo" Mises~TowardaCritical Reappraisal.
Tape #438 131 min.) 59.95

, Wolistein,Jarret !..
BEYOND POWER, ELITES: ANARCHISM AS AN
ALTERNATIVE

Jarrct Wollstein, co-founder of the Society for Individual
Liberty and author ofSocil'ty Without Coercioll, spoke
at the l'onference on "Who Rules Ameril'a'?"He pre-.
s.entedacase for replacing the hierarchical structures

;,of-government and corporation with a voluntary liber
tarian society.
Tape.#425 (34 min.) 59.95 ,

lew cassetles for
<11- readers

Abraham,Larry
WHAT EVERY INVESTOR SHOULD KNOWABOUT
GOVERNMENT

Controls ... taxes ... intlation ..Larry Abraham dis
cusses what sort of government. action to expect"and'
how to prepare for it. Those who understand ~'the engi
neering ~bility ()fgovernment." contends Abraham. will
tind opportunities for. pl'olit. cven in the midstlofeco
nomic turmoil. In tl1l.~talk, Abraham presents "one
inlportant principlc" whil'h' the investor·· can almost

\always usc to sUl'cced. An invaluablc glimpse at the
economic picture llhead of LIS.

Tape # 407 (44 min.) 59.95

Liggio, Leonard
AMERICA'S ECONOMIC FOREIGN POLICY

Prot~ssor Liggio. a distinguished revisionist historian,
outlines the relationship between mercantilism,neo
mercantilism, and capitalism. Mercantilism is rooted in
the growth of the state; The result isan irrcrease in regu
latory agencies, foreign aid,. and other measures which
control and manipulate the marketplace. Capitalism
dest~oyed mercantilism. contends Liggio, but a neo
mercantilist revival now threat~ns to destroy capitalism.
Ta'pe #409 (54'min.) 59.95

- Rothbard, Murray
THECASE FOR NEW YORK CITY DEFAULT

In a speech to Capital Hill Congressional aides, Rothbard
recommeil'ded that New York City default on itsmunici
pal bonds. (Yes, you did read fhat correctly.) One of his
arguments is that bondholders are investors'/ in future
taxation': Other cenvincing reasons' are provided by this
leading proponent of free market economics. Rothbard
presently teaches lit Polytechnic institute or' New York
and is author o(A1all~ Eco1lomy. alld State; A,llerica's
Gr('at Depression; Po .....er and Market; amI For It Nell'
Lih(,rty.

Tape #236 (31 min.) 59.95

Brand Blanshard is one of the greatest philoso
phers of our age. In addition to his magnum opus
on epistemology, The Nature of Thought, he has
written a magnificent trilogy of critical works:
Reason and Goodness, Reason and Analysis, and
the recently published Reason and Belief. These
works reveal· a profound, agile mind of remark
able grace,charm, and benevolence. In short,

Reviewed by George H. Smith / Open Court
Publishing Co., 1975 / $9.95
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STATE AND RULING CLASS IN CORrORATE fled within three weeks after receiving them.
AMERICA . I Charge my Credit car(l. ~I

Domhoff. a psychology professor at the University of DSankAmericard D Master Charge DAmerican Express
California at Santa Cruz. gave his ideas on how ,a ruling I"card No. Date Exp. I
class dominates American government. In his lecture. I Signature I
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THE GOVERNMENT MAY PROHIBIT
THISADVERTISEMENT

Time is running out. This is not simply an'
advertising pitch. The day after controls are
imposed, l1lagazines and newspapers may
refuse to run, ads -for information showing
people how to beat the controls. A year
later. it could. easily be Illegal to run such
ads After all. what good are the controls,
from the bureaucri;lts' point of view. if the
public knows how to beat them? And that's
precisely what you learn in How You Can
Profit from the Coming Price Controls.

Look. I'm no hero. I'm not going to take
unnecessary risks. Why call atteQtion to
myself? When controls go on. I can quietly
disappear from the scene. Inv.isibllity is one
of the techniques I teach. Advertising makes
a man altogether too visible. You may
neve.. see this advertisement again. It
depends on the .government. And my
number-one rule is this: don't depend on the
government. .

You may think you don't need my book
right now. But when you decide that you
really need my book. will you be able to
locate a copy? ..

This book costs $10. Two years after
controls go on, the lack of the information
I'm offering could cost you ten times that
much. It could cost you everything. '

He who hesitates. the proverb says. is lost.
A word to the wise is sufficient.

Gary North. Ph.D.

mastering these techniques. There are a lot
of so-called geniuses who will lose their shirts
under price controls. and some of theM will
have Ph.D's in economics.

If you master these techniques. and if
you have the dedic~tion to apply them. you
ca,n join the tanks of the insiders. Some of
you willle<rrhthem far better than I have.
Th~fsJ!J.e goalof.every serious teacher:. to
mak~~~,.s~l!$lentssmarter than he is. Or in
this case. richer. .

intuit~d decades ago, not only as good'
newspaper policy but as sound political
philosophy. What presumptuous: en
dorsercould have foreseen, in 1974,
what he would be getting in a Brown
governorship? Certainly not ,Buddhist
economics! ~

Hollies newspapers, particularly The
Register, have been accused often of
not providing' 'balance," of not giving
play to a variety of opinions. To which
we counter that nothing shall be given
space if it does not pay its most sfncere
homage to the truth, that no editorial
columnist shall be fiddled with if he or
she does not attempt to present the
nature of man in its correct condition.
There is, as Roy Childs insisted in these
pages, a closed question. Oh, there
can,., and should, be disagreements; for
that we publish daily an inordinately!
huge - a brimming - letters-to-the
editor. ,column.

SIXDEADLY ASSUMPTIONS
THAT COULD WIPE YOU out

YOU CAN MASTER THIS "WEIRD"
SYSTEM OF MAKING MONEY

Have you made one or more of
these six common assumptions.
each of which is questionable and
potentially disastrous?

"My pension can .ctually be paid
off"

""The Socl.1 Security System is
solvent"

""The Federal Government guaran·
tees the present value of my
bank .ccount"

"A depl'esSion is Impossible today'"

"My gu....nteed .nnulty Is safe"
""Thego¥emmeDt will controlln"'-
t~n" <

YOU CAN BEAT THE CONTROLS

How You Can Profit from the Coming
Price Controls tells you why controls are
coming, what signs are used b~ insiders to
ser~e as "early warning indicators," what to
do when these signs appear (and some of
them are already. here), and what to do
immediately after controls are imposed.

You don't need'a college degree to learn
these techniques. I think a college education
can actually hinder' many people from

I'll show you where to begin. The details
are in my book. How You Can Profit from
the Coming Price ·Controls.

The big boys have already begun. They're
betting that the rest of us won't act in time
Frankly. they're probably correct. Most·
people won't act In time. They never do.
But you can. (I'm not saying you will. I'm
saying you can. For the moment.)

Some people know it instinctively. For
them it's easy. Most of us don't have it
automatically. Ihad to learn itthrough many
years of study. -::.in college. in graduate
schooL and in government research. I
earned a .doctorate , I, having s)!'lecialized in
economic hi$tory. yet I can honestly say that
ii1 sC,hool,m}' professors never mentioned this
system .'0(' forecasting. Neither did the
hundreds ofbooks they assigned. If I hadn't'
done extensive research on my {)wn. ,'I-would
never, ha\(e discovered the basic techniques
thatseTv~.as economic escape hatches.
Once controls. are imposed. the goverl1ment
~i11 begin to dose off these escape hatches.
You had.better know them in advance.

TheJonger the controls staY8n,. the less
YOHc'an do,.legally, to insure,y()urfamilis
surVival Yet there are steps you ,can :lake
today - legal for the moment. - .that' may
enable you to be calling the' shots within a
year after controls are imposed.

years ago no self-respecting commenta
tor .would have allowed such a phrase
as "a gang of unelected bureaucrats"
to .creep· into his copy. Too' cranky.
Too, good Lord, right wing. Too
Hoilesian, enough 'in itself to. bring
apoplexy to the good offices of the
Columbia Journalism Review.

Now the most primitive points of the.
libertarian philosophy are showing" up
in the strangest places: from some of
the posturings of Jerry Brown to the
enunications' of Pat Moynihan, from
the campaign orations of Ronald
Reagan to the banquet musings of
Edmund Muskie - none of whom has
mastered the heart or the mechanics of
a free society. Would that they had an
ounce ofR. C.'s wisdom. Even the Los
Angeles Times, I understand, has
stopped endorsing national candidates,
this leading into an investigation of
what effects (nil!) editorial endorse
ments have on most elections. This,
again, was something R. C. HolIes

PRICE CONTROLS
RICHARD NIXON'S GHOST

That President Carler S~ysHeWon'tImpose (Maybe)

THE INSIDERS· STRATEGY

There are tricks to the insiders' trade, I
have learned many of them. But the most
important single' advantage they have. over
the. rest of the public is a unique way of
Intel'pl'etlng the economic trends. It lets
them act in advance to ·beat the markets.
They have developed a "weird" slant on
economic life -' -weird only in a world
without controls -' that becomes the
a~lutely Indispensable requirement
for personal prosperity underprice controls.

SHORTAGES ARE COMING

Price and wage controls produce short·
ages. Always. In ,peacetime and in war,
controls produce shortages. The same types
of shortage-induced hardships on consumers
have appeared every time controls have
been imposed by governments during the
last 4500 years.

Any every time it happens, a select few
prosper. Insiders. They know the special
techniques necessary to beat the controls.

Important and little-understood signs now
indicate that the government will reimpose
controls. despite President Carter'sassuran'
ces to the contrary. In fact,l his assurances
al'e one of the key ~Jlgns (just as'Nixon's
assurances were in early 1971). This is why
insiders are taking steps at this very moment
to make huge profits during the next wave
of controls. They know that controls are
politically expedient. They.know how intense
the pGblic pressures will be for the President
to do something. anything, to reduce
prices. And most important. they know that
the vast majority of American citizens' will not
take the steps necessary to survive and even
prosper under controls. simply because
most people walt until It Is too hlte. By
then the insiders will have made their killing,
.and· the public will' have been wiped out. It
happens every time.

President Carter i'2nnounced on Dec. 3.
1976. that he does not intend to ask
Congress to grant hi,m standby authority to
impose price and wage controls. Richard
Nixon' said the same thing in 1970.
(Congress granted .him this power. anyway
on August 15. 1970. and Nixon said he
didn't lA(ant it,OIJjAu~ust 15..)97 L f'Jixon
unilaterally declar~.d full-scale price and wage
controls.) . .

Actually, what PresidenLCarter reaUysaid
was that he will not impP5e controls unila
terally.He·wouldnot impose them"Unless
I had substantial support in the businesS and
labor community for the goals that we set for
ourselves .. " We? Big business. big labor,
and big govern ment .will bj? able to' impose .
controls on us, the consumers. President
Carter calls this "a partners\1ip." I'

Controls 'ar~ co~lng.c;o~ntonit.

page, and Ayn Rand's apartment, has
.mushroomed into a vital movement,
whiCh its proponents call libertarian.

. Not long ago I watcqed a television
editorialist animadvert against the state
coastal commission, which, in its
inimitably counterproductive way, was
comprised, she said, .of "a gang og
unelected' bureaucrats." Now, I know,
and maybe you know, that five or ten

By K. E. Grubbs, Jr.

Editorial Pages and Individual Liberty

I love the image. He was thoroughly
immersed, the late founder of my
newspaper and a chain of. now 23
others, in the writing of a book: how to
achieve a fair and ajustsystem'of taxa
tion. Finall¥, month' after exasperating
month of thiriking, studying, corres
ponding with his favorite economists,
he threw up his former subscription
seller's hands, possibly tearing off his
green eyeshade, and 'halted the project.
There is no such thing, R. C. Hoiles
concluded, asa fair and a just tax.

Thus the world was denied probably
the only book R. ·C. Holies thought of
writing. But that bit of wisdom with
which his writing project was halted
has worked its way in a substantial way
into an editorial philosophy whicll for
some forty years governed. an~ aJ:li
mated arty. useful political discussion
that took place down in Orange
County,California. If the philosophy
was curmudgeonly, it was libertarian;
if! if ,was cynical" about· ... the role of
government, it .placed an unqualified

hope in the potentially of freebbrn;
man.

Now Ora.nge County is being scruti
nized as never before. For years we
have ,had to endure, not without some
justification, the appellation, "strong-'
hold of right-wing reactionism." Ifa
Stewart Alsop had no other topic to
write about, he could always look for
something ominous in creeping Orange
countyism. And last year, Karl Lamb,
a University of California political
scientist, interviewed a dozen local
families and conCluded with a breath
taking want of methodological preci
sion, that As Orange Goes, so will go
the nation. The book has been taken
seriously; its methodology' notwith
standing, the' conclusion might be
accurate. When Tom Hayden passed
through my office in his campaign to
unhorse John Tunney, he answered my
what-bring~"'you-to-Orange-County? .
icebreaker with this: "Have you seen
this book called As Orange ,Goes?"

This' much is true. We have experi
enced there, under the· shadow of Los
angeles, the controversies and conun
drums the rest·of American suburbia is
passing through just now: freeways,
shopping centers: "community col
leges,"'bond issues and the .like. And
the taxpayersqere' were stingy long
before you neophyte revolters were.

I needn't' recount in these pages how
theph,ilosophy, once locatedin blessed
few places: FEE, The Register editorial
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Reviewed by Leonard Liggio / Harper and Row,
1975 / $20.00

"The final struggle will be between the commu
nist and theex-commllnist."· Ignazio'Silom:~'s
famous words introduce John P. Diggins'
"intellectual history of the 'final struggle' in
America. " Diggins believes that before· we can .
understand the Cold War and the New American
Right which has its roots in· the Cold War, it is
necessary to understand "ex-communism." "The
rise of the New American Right outo(the ashes of
the Old American Left was one of the· great
political surprises. of our time," Diggins writes.
This evolution of the· New Right from its .political
ancestor, the Old Left, is one of the most impor
tant events .incontemporary intellectual history,
yet it· has received practically no· attention from

.scholars. Up From Communism unfortunately
orily scratches the surface of the subject, .but still,
it makes for all· important beginning.

Before the Old Left itself emerged in America,
in reaction to WorId War I and the. Soviet'
Revolution,. there was an Original Left that was,

~ as Diggins describes it, anarcho~libertarian, and
which was at least decentralist in orientation when
it was not that developed. One of the failures of 
Diggins is that he does not see the difference
between those who were part of· that tradition,
such as' Max Eastman and John Dos Passos, and

, those whom he studies who on!'}!' .knew the Old
Left. But those were two quite unique universes.

"Communist factions
and battle lines became the
basic categories within
which liberat intellectuals
operated. , ,

Woodrow Wilson's repression dm:ing' World
- War I split apart the popular base from the

Original Left's intellectuals, and this- popular base
then· moved to adopt an external· substitute in the
Soviet Revolution and the Soviet Communists'
view of American politics. The implications of this

'" were enormous wv.en, in the 1930s, the Commu
nist Party adopted New Deal politics. in domestic
and foreign policies, and became the tail of New
Deal liberalism. With that, communism, which
had formerly been isolated from the mainstream
of American intellectual life, became the reference
point for New Deal.liberalism. Communist fac
tions and battle lines. became the basic categories
within which liberal intellectuals operated. As a
result, the radicalism which was to the left of New
Deal-Communist liberalism was excluded from
consideration by the latter's.· control over the
media.

Those radicals, who stemmed from the Original
Left in America's heartlands, attacked the collec
tivism and centralization of the New Deal liberals.
They became the' mass base for the Old Right,
which emerged·· in opposition to the New Deal. ,
When the New Deal became defined by the liberals
and Communists as "left," the media naturally
called theanticollectivist radicals "right." In fact,
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the liberal control over the media was so great that
not only was the radical· Old Right excluded from
it, a New Right drawn from a dissenting wing of
the Old Left was substituted for it, as well. This
can be seen most clearly in the case of National

'Review for, as Diggins writes,"abouthalf of
NationalReview'seditorial board was ... Stalin's
gift to theAmeri~an Right." Stalin was said to
have made a "reyolution in one country," but his
meddling in foreign Communist parties created ex
Communists who in America became his "Greek
gift" to the American opponents of liberal corpo-
ratism. /

One of the most memorable points in Diggins'
book is his recounting of the incident of about
1930, when th~ leadership of American commu
nism attending a Comfnternmeeting in Moscow
were denounced by Stalin for holding that ·the
revolutionary crisis in America was n()t
immediate. After the denunciation, Stalin· walked
past the Americans and held out his hand to

.Edward Welsh,an American black. Welsh asked
loudly: "What the hell does this guy want?" and
would not shake. hands with Stalin. The spirit of
America's Origin~ Left is caught in that episode.
One further step was necessary to recapture that
Original Left: .asking why an American 'radical I

would be seeking advice in any place but America~-'o

Diggins concentrates .. on .' Max Eastman, John
Dos Passos, Will Herberg and James Burnham. Tn
opening the book, I started reading part three,
"To the National Review," since the earlier
chapter headIngs did not connect with "right" in
my mind. Later, I asked "why am I reading about
these debates about communism when 1 wanted to
read about· the 'right'?" Diggins presents these
debates with clarity and intelligibility, and
explainstheroots'oftheNew Right in these issues.

Max Eastman was an important figure! in the
Original Left, "the anarcho-libertarian Left of the
pre-World War I years." Eastman's masterful
critique of the Hegelian dimension in Marxism is
lucidly presented by Diggins, and it alone was
worth .the· price of the. bool<:. Eastman was the
, 'first American to grasp the connection between
Hegel and Marx [and] went on not to reaffirm it
but to repudiate it." Sidney Hook, "tempted to
see meaning, as well as method, in the dialectic,"
defended Hegelianism. Eastman said: "We have
to choose between Marxism asa Hegelian philos
ophy, and Marxism as a science which is capable
of explaining such a philosophy." Eastman noted
the important distinctionbetweenMarx, historical
materialism, and .modern· socialism based on
Engles' dialectical materialism.

Eastman·saw Lenin· as the Marxist who repudi
ated .Hegelian Marxism, but with Lenin'Sc, death,
he sided with Trotsky, claiming that in·America,
"I was the Left-Opposition." The opposition of
communists to Stalinism created a new central
category in the intellectual debates of thepeiiod.
"To the Old Left in general ~nd to Eastman,
Hook and Burnham in particular, the problem of
understanding Stalinism became almost the prob
lem of understanding history itself." All history's
validity "was manifested in the 'contradictions' of

.the Soviet bureaucracy. ,Many of the intellectual
origins of what came to be called, misleadingly, I
believe, 'anticommunism,' lie in this philosophical
debate over the nature of Stalinism." It is impor
tant to note that what passed for "anticommu
nism" during this period was actually only "anti
Stalinism," and the cold warrior positions of these
·~'anti-,Communists" hadJittle to do with any real
opposition to collectivism. Those who opposed
communism and collectivism on principle,· the

individualists and isolationists of the9ld Right,
were at the same time opponents of militarism,
interventionism and the Cold War. They opposed
Stalin and the domestic system of the Soviet
Union, but saw that war would actually prove a
far greater threat to American liberties· than any
thing happening inside the Soviet Un.ion.

John Dos Passos, "the novelist':historian of
anarcho-individualist sensibilities," never joined a
Communist group, .and thus had very .different
reactions to world events than tbosewho did. Un
fortunately, Diggins does not bring_~lhis out
enough. He indicates that· Dos Passos, unlike the
other radicals who became conservatives, never
changed his views: he was never a Communist, he
was always an anarchist. Dos Passoshad been
influenced by the Original American Left. before
Amet:ican entry into World War I,andemerged
from that crusade to make the world safe .for
democracy holding "war horrifying, .the state a
monstrous fraud, and society the .spectacle of
oppressed· humanity. Everywhere· he saw power
beating down upon the individual; nowhere could
he fiIid freedom."

Dos .Passos opposition to New Deal liberalism
was rooted in his view that no radicalism would be
successful unless rooted in the productive middle
class majority. He advocated a cooperative
commonwdllth against the New Deal, ofwhich he
wrote Edmund Wilson: "The upshot ofif is that
you and me and the Forgotten Manaregoingto "
get fucked plenty." In opposition to .thePopull,lJ '=--

Front and the Communist party'ssuPPol'tQfNew
Deal war policies, he. turned to thelibertaidan
tradition lnAmerican history, ¢xponentsof"total
statelessness": Roger Williams, Thomas-Parae
and Thomas Jefferson. His novels,explorin;gtHe.
concept of the "two nations" in Ameica,caused
Jean-Paul Sartre to say that he regarded "Dos
Passos as the greatest writer. of our time."· Diggins
finds Dos Passos' later works lessimportant. Yet,
Jay Pignatelli in Chosen Country (1951Jand
Jasper. Milliron in Midcenturyare strong
characters,Milliron· representing the continuity of
commitment to productivity tllrQugh technological
innovation against the .financial "sabOteursn of
productivity whose heroism is summed up in
writing off loses through tax loopholes and who
could .contribute more by private galJles' of
Monopoly. .

A major deficiency of the Diggins book is· an
absence of discussion of DosPassos' strong
activity against the Cold War in the late 1940s and,
early 1950s. His. debate with· Edmund Wilson
over the latter's Cold War and the Income Tax
deserved much more discussion. DosPassos'
disappointment with the Silent Generation·of the
1950s made him negative toward youth, and pre
vented him from seeing that "the New Left was
protesting, in addition to the Vietnam War, the
very abuses of power that he had raged against his
entire life .... He seemed unaware that the Stu----
dents for a .. Democratic Society had openly
denounced authoritarian cotnmunjst regimes in
Eastern Europe. " When some of the New Left
became Marxian, he observed that a "Left·· that is
really new might be worth having.'" Diggins
concludes: "Dos Passos, libertarian and Buckley's
authoritarian conservatism added one more
ingredient to the mesalliance of the intellectual
Right in America."

Will Herberg viewed the New Deal as beneficial
to monopoly corporatism, and criticized themani
pula.tive role of the Communists in integrating
lahor into liberal corporatism. He flayed the Com- ~

munists "for supporting Roosevelt and failing to
see the threat of fascism in the expansion of execu
tive power." Herberg withdrew into religious
analysis, and focused his attacks on Pelagianism
with its free will and its positive attitude toward .

. man.
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Most interesting were the views of Herberg and
Eastman toward Joseph McCarthy. Eastman saw
the origins of McCarthyism in the New Deal
policies leading to World War II and Roosevelt's
use of intelligence operations against isolationists.
Eastman said: '''If it were Nazism, instead of
Communism, that was being attacked in this crude
way, I doubt if the majority of them would utter a
peep against it-in fact, they didn't utter a peep
when Roosevelt and Francis Biddle staged the trial
for conspiracy of the 40-odd people who had never
seen each other or communicated with each other
until they came into the court room-an amalgam
after the best Stalinist and Hitlerite models."
McCarthyism was directed against domestic
liberals, and the major part of the liberal attack on
McCarthyism was that it undermined the anti
communism of the Cold War run by the liberals.
Herberg saw that McCarthyism was a creation of
the liberals who were bankrupt in their own New
Deal policies, and needed a rallying point, in this
case, a defensive one. Their "compulsive" attacks
on McCarthy gave him publicity and political
power. "Herberg was one Of the first American
writers to interpret McCarthyism as a threat from
the Left, as the demagogy of mass politics."

especially his Trotskyism. A similar view has been
presented by James Gilbert in his essay in A New
History of Leviathan. Burnham disagreed with
Churchill, De Gaulle, Taft and Lippmann that
traditional Russian security moves in Eastern
Europe could be met with conservative diplomacy.
To his fellow ex-Communists, Burnham declared:
"In relation to the struggle against communism,
the Ameican businessman is too ignorant, too
greedy, too reactionary, and, in a certain sense,
too cowardly."

Diggins notes a dillema: "What to call oneself
posed an awkward problem for the Old Left-New
Right intellectuals." The ex-Communists carried
over a great deal of the collectivism of the Old
Left. It had been Marxism and the failure of the
Soviet Union to be collectivist that repelled them
from Stalin. Conservatism was attractive because
it shared many of the collectivist values of
communism. For many conservatives, the free
market was seen as destructive of the timeless
continuity and unity of the community which they
treasured. The New Conservatism of the ex-Com-

munists had no connection with the values of the
Old Right: the individualism, isolationism, decen
tralism, unmonopolized market of Main Street.
The Old Right was impenetrable to the chic of
liberal corporatism. The world of Dostoevski,
Trotsky, Tom Kahn and Irving Kristol was not the
world of Mark Twain, Bob LaFollette, Mario
Savio and Prairie neo-isolationists. It is important
to note that none of the ex-Communists were
active in the struggle of isolationists in 1941 for
noninterventionism in WorId War II. The struggle
against corporate liberalism's interventionism was
the major defining effort of the Old Right. It was
not a recruiting ground for National Review
comparable to the Communist factions.

When a split developed among the ex-Old Left
in the Congress for Cultural Freedom, the right
wing rallied around William Buckley's project to
found National Review. Diggins discusses
Buckley's breaks with Objectivists, the anarchism
of Murray Rothbard and the New Individualist

(Continued on page 4)
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Along with Sidney Hook and Max Scachtman,
James Burnham was associated with Trotskyism.
Later, studying bureaucratic collectivism, Burn
ham saw World War II as a "major social revolu
tion" in which the war was subordinate to the
development of managerial take-over by the state
of society's functions. Burnham saw that the
"professional democrats" were the gravediggers
of democracy. Their demand for intervention in
modern war was the primary threat to democracy
with its extension of state regimentation and total
itarianism. To defeat Hitler, liberals would defeat
American democracy. Diggins asks of Burnham's
analysis: "Appeasement? Isolationism? Pacifism?
Revolutionary defeatism?" Burnham's analysis
started with the still incomplete central debate on
"Who governs?" He wrote an exposition of the
sociological ideas of the important European
critics of the myths of democratic government and
the realities of the methods by which ruling
hierarchies maintain their authority - Gaetano
Mosca, Vilfredo Pareto, Roberto Michels, and
Georg Sorel.

Working in intelligence during World War II,
James Burnham viewed the Cold War as starting
in April, 1944, over Greece, and his writings be
came a basis for the Truman Doctrine. He de
fended the Truman Doctrine against isolationist
critics. The isolationist Harry Elmer Barnes went
further: "This is probably the most dangerous and
'un-American' book and, at the same time, in its
grim way, the leading joke book of the year. " Not
understanding that the Cold War was the result of
liberal corporatist needs for permanent war to
regiment society, his calls for a universal
imperialism for "the American Empire" did not
find the liberal corporatists attempting the
destruction of the Soviet Union. Diggins sees
Burnham's shift from his early 1940s conservatism
to cold warrior as a reassertion of his Marxism,

, ,. . . war horrifying, the
state a monstrous fraud,
and society the spectacle of
oppressed humanity. Every
where he saw power beating
down upon the individual;
nowhere could he find
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Decontrolling -Money
By Richard Ebeling

For the past thirty years Austrian economist Fried
rich von Hayek has devoted the major part of his
time to investigations of the political and philosoph
ical foundations of the free society. In his 1960 trea
tise, The Constitution ofLiberty, he had warned of
the dangerous nature of inflationary monetary pol
icies which "in the long run, must destroy the
foundations of a free society." But regardless of how
disruptive government control of money had been,
Hayek still believed that not only was aseparation of
money and the State "politically impracticable today
but would probably be undesirable if it were
possible."

With his magnum opus, Law, Legislation. and Lib
erty, almost completed, Professor Hayek is now once
again returning to the problems of monetary theory
and policy with which he began his. career over fifty
years ago. In early 1976, he published a short pam
phlet .on Choice in Cu"ency in which he declared
that government monopoly over money has become
~o harmful that the only "effective check against the

, 'When one studies the
history of money,' says
Hayek, 'one cannot help
wondering why people have
put up for so long with gov
ernments exercising a power
.regularly used to exploit
and defraud them. , ,

abuse of money by government" would be "if people
were free to refuse any money they distrusted and to
prefer money in which they had confitlence ... let us
deprive governments [9r their monetary authorities]
of all power to protect their money against compe
tition.'·'

Now, in a short book, Professor Hayek elaborates
on how competitive currencies would work and how
we could bring about a Denationalization ofMoney.
"When one studies the history of money," says
Hayek, "one cannot help wondering why people have
put up for so long with governments exercising a
power over 2,000 years that was regularly used to
exploit and defraud them." Under various myths,
such as the need for legal tender laws, the State has
usurped a power that has enabled it to debase the
medium ofexchange for its own political coffers or to
benefit other vested interests that have allied them
selves with governmental activities. And when pri
vate traders and merchants have attempted to estab
lish free market alternatives "absolutism soon sup
pressed all such efforts to create a non-governmental
currency. Instead, it protected the rise of banks issu
ing notes in terms of the official government money."

By competing currencies Professor Hayek does not
mean merely a system of private and independent
banks- issuing--gold .and silver coins or paper. notes
representing fixed quantities of gold and silver.
Rather, he contemplates-a· system of alternative cur
rencies in which each issuing· bank would promise
and attempt to keep the value of its currency con
stant through an expansion or contraction of its
money in circulation, as required. The criteria for
what type of action would be called for in any par
ticular situation, would be an index number of com-
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modity prices representing a market basket "of
widely traded products such as raw materials, agri
cultural foodstuffs and certain standardised semi
finished industrial products." They have the advan
tage of being "traded on regular markets, their
prices are promptly reported and, at least with raw
materials, are particularly sensitive and would there
fore make it possible by early action to forstall ten
dencies towards general price movements." For
when the index began to rise it would be a signal for
that bank to withdraw its currency from circulation
and when the index began to fall to increase the
quantity· of its currency outstanding. Not every re
gion or bank would.choose to use the same index of
goods because different areas may find different
commodities relevant to its production and con
sumption patterns. In fact, in some communities the
use ofdifferent indexes may overlap~ resulting in the
competing currencies expanding and contracting in
dependently ofeach other.

Why would a currency of stable value be desired
by the public? Because, says Hayek, the require
ments for economic calculation and the desire for
less uncertainty involving contracts for deferred pay
ments would probably make this the most preferred
type of medium of exchange. And the possible
utilization of alternative competing monies available
on the market would act as a restraint on reckless
monetary expansion on 'the party of any bank. For
the expansionist bank would soon find its money de
preciated in relation to other market currencies.
Either the bank would have to return to a more con
servative policy or face repudiation on tqe part of the
public. "This is the process by which the unreliable
currencies would gradually all be eliminated."

How would these alternative private monies come
into circulation in the first place? Hayek suggests
that if he were in charge of a bank, "I would an
nounce the issue of non-interest bearing certificates
or notes, and the readiness to open current cheque
accounts, in terms of a unit with a distinct registered
trade mark name such as 'ducat.' The only legal ob
ligation I would assume would be to redeem these
notes and deposits on demand with, at the option of
the holder, either 5 Swiss francs or 5 D-marks or 2
dollars per ducat. This redemption value would how7
ever be intended only as a floor below which the
value of the unit could not fall because I would
announce at the same time my intention to regulate
the quantity of the ducats so as to keep their ... pur
chasing power as nearly as possible constant."

The advantage of using a money in exchange rela
tionships is that it not only makes existing exchange
activities run that much more smoothly, but, in fact,
enables many other possible exchanges to come into
existence that would not have under a system of
barter. Indeed, as a society moves from a state of
barter to one that uses several mediums of exchange
to, finally, a situation in which only one or two
monies are utilized, the intensity and complexity of
division of labor and production increases. But, if
this is true, it should also imply that as a monetary
system disintegrates and a variety of mediums of ex
change again start to appear, it should effect the
ability of the economic system to function at its
previous level of coordination. Since the demise of
the Gold Standard, the Gold-Exchange Standard
and, most recently, the Dollar Standard, world trade
has~hadto function not with one or two monies, but
more and more with as many monies as there are
nation-states. Transfers of capital and resources be
comes that much more difficult as the number of
exchange rates fluctuating between national curren
cies increases. And to this extent efficient resource
allocation is hindered.

It would seem, then, that what is required is not'
more and different monies, but less. But, Professor
Hayek's proposal would see the proliferation of cur
rencies. Competing currencies using various indexes
to determine their "stable" values, all having their
exchange rates fluctuating between each other, can
not be considered a situation conducive to economic
trade and stability. In fact, instead of only having
national currencies to contend with, market partic
ipants would soon find themselves burdened with
fluctuating monies in the states and provinces, cities
and towns and even on the same city block.

Yet, even if we are willing to concede the pos
sibility of continued efficient and complex trade pat
terns under competing currencies, as Professor
Hayek suggests could occur through the use of hand
calculators and constant up-dated reports on radio
and in newspapers about what the exchange rates
are between currencies at any one moment, we must
still wonder about the process that would even result
in the emergence of these competing mediums of ex
change.

As Hayek points out, "During the Middle Ages ...
the superstition arose that it was the act of govern
ment that conferred the value upon the money... In
the early years of this century the medieval doctrine
was revived by the German Professor G. F.
Knapp ... " in his book The State Theory ofMoney.
And, as Hayek continues, "It is probably impossible
for pieces of paper or other tokens of a material itself
of no significant marj,{et value to come to be gradu-

. 'r'- ""1 ~)::-;~

, , Under various myths,
such as the need for legal
tender laws,... the State
has usurped a power that
has enabled it to debase the
medium of exchange for its
own political coffers ... or
to benefit other vested
interests that have allied
themselves with govern
mental activities.' ,

ally accepted and held as money unless they repre
sent a claim on some valuable object ... such as their
convertibility into another kind ofmoney."

Professor Hayek, it would seem, believes that com
peting currencies would have the ability to be ac
cepted as money because they would, at least initial
ly, be redeemable in stipulated quantities of already
existing monies such as francs, marks or dollars. But
what is making the dollar, or franc or pound in
decreased demand on the part of market partici
pants in the first place is the fact that these mediums
ofexchange are loosing their"moneyness/' They are
monies that are diminishing in what Carl Menger
called their "saleability" in exchange relationships.
What market participants are then searching for is
another commodity whose market value is not de
preciating, or at least not expected to depreciate as

Libertarian Review
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rapidly or over as an extended period, as the ex
change medium they had previously utilized. It
seems, at the least, questionable whether individuals
would show much willingness to accept a new money
whose own present value is only represented by a
promised intention to keep its future value stable
according to a designated index number and whose
redeemability is in initially fixed quantities of a mon
ey (or monies) from which individuals are trying to
"flee." It is because market participants no longer
have confidence in existing currencies that there oc
curs the flight into "real goods" or into commodities
that demonstrate that "saleability" in exchange rela
tionships, e.g., gold, silver, etc.

But the greatest weakness of Professor Hayek's
proposal is the suggested goal of monetary manipu
lation on the part of the private banks so as to keep
the value of their currencies stable. Though he ad
mits that, "Strictly speaking, in a scientific sense,
there is no such thing as a perfectly stable value of

, , He contemplates a system
of alternative currencies in
which each issuing bank
would promise and attempt
to keep the value of its
currency constant through
an expansion or contraction
of its money in circulation,
as required. , ,

money-or ofanything else," and though he reminds
the reader that he was one of the first to point out
that the "additions to the quantity of money that in a
growing economy are necessary to secure a stable
price level may cause an excess of investment over
savings," he now believes it to be a "problem of
minor practical significance."

Professor Hayek's admission of the shortcomings
as well as impossibility of stabilizing the value of
money and his then proceeding to advocate such a
program anyway, reminds one of the innumerable
authors of Macroeconomic textbooks who warn the
reader in the introduction ofthe pitfalls and dangers
when talking about Price Levels and Aggregates, but
then proceed to use and manipulate them through
out the rest of the book as if they were real entities.

For in fact the Price Level and Stable Money are
purely statistical abstractions. There is only the ex
change ratios between money on one side and any
other good for which it might be traded on the other.
And for any individual the only "value of money"
that will matter pertains to the particular products
or services he may purchase. And since hardly any
two individuals purchase exactly the same goods, in
strictness, the "purchasing power of money" is dif
ferent for every market participant.

But even beyond the question of what a ~'stable

value of money" would involve definitionally, the
more important issue is that any attempt to stabilize
a "general level of prices," regardless of what mar
ket-basket of goods is used for indexing purposes,
must result in serious destabilizing influences on
productive activities throughout the economy.

In a market economy production decisions are
never decided by the changes occurring in a "general
price level" or in the "general" value of the monetary
unit. Rather, it will be the movement of relative
prices and profits that will act as guide for directing,
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economic activities. And furthermore, it will only be
a particular number of these relative prices that will
act as signals to inform producers whether any spe
cific line of production should be expanded or con
tracted or what combinations of resources to use in
producing the product.

For instance, an increase in productivity will mean
that a given volume of resources will now be able to
produce a larger output. The price of the product
will tend to fall. The consumer would now be in the
position to purchase a given or increased quantity of
the product at a lower price. How the decrease in
price will influence the relative profitability of the
firm or industry experiencing this greater produc
tivity will depend on how responsive demand is to the
change in price. If the proportional increase in quan
tity demand~d of the product is greater than the pro
portional. decrease in price (i.e., demand is elastic),
the firm may not only find it still profitable to em
ploy the same amount of economic resources as be
fore the fall in price, but may even find it profitable
to hire an increased amount of labor and capital. If,
on the other hand, the change in quantity demarided
is less than the proportional change in price (i.e.,
demand is inelastic), then it would probably be im
possible for the firm to continue to employ the same
volume of resources and cover the costs of produc
tion at the lower price. The new cost-price relation
ship, in this latter case, would act as a signal that a
certain amount of the factors of production should
be freed from their present occupation and be shifted
to where they can more profitably be utilized. And it
would only be by an appropriate movement of these
various prices for the final product as well as for the
factors of production that a successful transfer of
resources to reflect ultimate consumer demand could
be guaranteed.

Now, in a progressing economy there will develop
a tendency for capital accumulation ap.d productivity
increa.ses to result in a decrease in prices, with the
price changes occurring in the various industries at
different times and to different degrees. This process
would reflect itself in a falling "price level" as meas
ured by the chosen index ofcommodity prices.

If this "deflation" in the "price level" is con
sidered appropriate grounds for an increase of the
money in circulation, then certain destabilizing in
fluences are set to work in the economy. The mone
tary expansion becomes reflected as higher money
prices and profits in various sectors of the economy.
Those industries and firms in which demand was
found to be elastic under conditions of increased

" ...any attempt to stabilize
a "general level of prices,"
...must result in serious
destabilizing influences on
productive activities ...
throughout the economyr,' ,

productivity will now be influenced by the higher
money prices and profits in hiring a.greater amount
of labor and capital than would have seemed prof
itable if the price of its product had been allowed to
fall. And if the industry or firm is one in which
demand was found to be inelastic with increasing
productivity, the higher money prices induced by the
monetary expansion will influence the producers of
this product to keep employed a greater amount of
labor and capital than is warranted by the consumer'
demand preferences.

If in the face of continuing increases in produc
tivity, the monetary expansion becomes a systematic

one so as to preserve a "price level" and a "stable"
value of money and if the monetary increases con
tinue to enter the economy in a particular manner,
then a lop-sided overproduction will begin to de
velop. The malinvestments and misdirections of re
sources induced by the monetary expansion will
eventually materialize in the form of a depression
when the factors of production spend their higher
money incomes over time in a manner reflecting the
true consumer demands for the alternative market
products.

" I~stead of only having
national currencies to
contend with, market
participants would soon
find themselves burdened
with fluctuating monies in
the states and provinces,
cities and towns and even on
the same city block.; , ,

A system of competing currencies of the type Pro
fessor Hayek suggests will only tend to magnify these
monetary disturbances. For if a single monetary
,authority within a national area can disturb the pro-
ductive activities of an economy, a multitude of cur
rencies each i~creasing and decreasing their monies
in circulation as guided by their respective indexes,
must intensify the number of faulty market price
signals that producers will be influenced by in di
recting production.

The preceding c,.-itical remarks should not be
taken as a criticism of all of Professor Hayek's argu
ments in the book. Insightful analysis is sprinkled
throughout the volume. For instance, Hayek dis
cusses the "cash balance" approach to monetary
phenomena which "enables us not merely to ~xplain

the ultimate effect of changes in 'the' quantity of
money on 'the' general price level, but also to ac
count for the process by which changes in the sup
plies of various kinds of money will successively af
fect different prices." He then contrasts it with the
more popular "velocity of circulation" approach
which, through various statistical techniques, sug
gests "a simple connection between 'the' quantity of
money and 'the' price level" which leads to "the er
roneous belief that monetary changes affect only the
general level of prices." While the real harm of mon
etary increases "is due to the differential effect on
different prices, which change successively in a very
irregular order and to a very different degree, so that
as a result the whole. structure of relative prices
becomes distorted and misguides ploduction into
wrong directions."

Professor Hayek also declares that "we should
have learned that monetary policy is much more
likely to be a cause than a cure of depressions." And
that if money had been allowed to be part of the
market process instead of the political process "free
enterprise would have been both able to provide a
money securing stability and that striving for indi
vidual gain would have driven private financial insti
tutions to do so if they had been permitted."

It is certainly heartening that professor Hayek has
become more Libertarian in Denationalization of
Money with his advocacy of placing monetary mat
ters in the marketplace. Its unfortunate that he
seems somewhat less "Austrian" when it comes to
his analysis of how a free market money should
operate. _
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OSHA to continue"such inspections outside Idah9, but
the district court decision boosted the spirits of anit
OSHA businessmen and congressmen. Chances for
passage are dim at best, but Republican Reps. Symms.
and Hansen (Idaho) and Rousselot (Calif.) have agmn
introduced legislation (H.R. 676) to repeal th~ Occupa
tional Safety and Health Act. A variety of reform. mea
sures have also been put in the hopper, including ,
measure by Rep. Robinsort (R-Va.) to award attorney
fees to employers who successfully contest OSHA cita
tions.

Public Financing - Last December, before the new
95th Congresshad even begun to meet and ponder the
country's problems, a bipartisan group of liberal mem
bers led by Rep. Udall (D-Ariz.) announced its intention
to promote legislation to institute public financing of
congressional races. The House Administration Com-'
mittee reportedly intends to hold hearings on tl:}e present
Federal Election Campaign Act and proposed amend
ments to it by early spring. Udall and company .are
spoiling for a fight, but they may. 'yet ... have trouble
extending the act's coverage. A Common Cause survey
of the House released in mid-December revealed only
181 members willing to go on record in favor of .such
funding for congressional general election races - 46
fewer than had publicly supported it in the 1974 poll.

Along similar lines, Rep. Rodino (D-N.J.) and Sen.
Kennedy (D-Mass.) are sponsoring bills (h.R. 66, S.
270) to authorize federal payments to individuals and
"public interest groups" for their involvement in the
federal administrative and rulemaking process.

Speaking of FDR, Democratic Reps. Duncan (Ore.)
and Meeds (Wash.) are among those introducing legis
lation (H.R. 352, H.R. 30) to establish a Young Adult
Conservation Corps modeled on the CCC of the 1930s.

Also returning essentially uncha!1ged for considera
tion this year is the Humphrey-Hawkins Full Employ
ment and Balanced Growth Act. Still calling for exten
sive national economic planning and massive federal
expenditures, the measure bears the same bill numbers
'(H.R. 50, S. 50) as in the 94th Congress.

Foreign Trade - Rep. Bingham (D-N.Y.) introduced
legislation January 10 to repeal section 5 (b) of the
Trading With the Enemy Act. It was this particular por
tion of the U.S. statutes that President Ford employed
to extend export controls when the Export Administra
tion Act accidentally lapsed in 1976. Section 5 (b) has
been utilized to bar commerce with nations like Cuba
and Vietnam. It also provided authority, Bingham
noted, "for actions as diverse as the 'bank holiday' of
1933, ... (the) alien property freeze and. consumer
credit controls during WorldWat=:H,Jan.d fQreigridi,rect
investment controls in 1968."d 1:-... .....

Expiring Legislation - Among the major laws which,
unless renewed, will give up the ghost during 1977, are
the Clean Air Act of 1970, the Federal Water Pollution'
Control Act of 1972, tax cuts provided for in the 1976
omnibus tax revision law, the farm program established
in 1973, the food stamp program authorization, foreign
military and economic assistance laws, and much of the
federal housing and mortgage credit program.

Tax Indexing - On Januaty.l the Congressional
Joint Economic Committee released a staff study which
concluded that recovery from the 1974-75 recession was
slowed because the progressive income tax forced
people into increasingly higher tax brackets during a
period when their real incomes were declining under
inflationary pressure. The study - and a growing
number of congressmen, including Rep. Coughlin
(R-Pa.) - concluded that what is needed is "tax index
ing," that is, requiring regular adjustment of the tax
rate to reflect changes in the cost of living.

Gun Control - Kudos to Republican Sens. McClure
(Ida.) and goldwater (Ariz.), who are sponsoring legis
lation (S. 38) to repeal the 1968 gun control act. Rep
Ashbrook (R-Ohio) has introduced a similar bill (H.R.
156) in the House.

Narcotics Regulation - The National Organization
for the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML) is
optimistic that Congress may decriminalize· use of
"pot" during 1977, Administration figures like Carter
administration figures like Carter advisor Dr. Peter
Bourne favor such a move; and New York's Rep. Koch
(D) and Sen. Javits (R), NORML reports, "have
promised an all out fight for decriminalization in Con
gress." Running counter to the trend, Rep. Wolff
(D-N.Y.), however, favors recreation of the Select
Committee on Narcotics Abuse and Control that he
chaired during 1976.

Foreign Aid - During debate on foreign assistance
legislation this year, Congress will be squarely con
fronted with the question of cutting off aid to various
governments which pursue repressive domestic policies.
Key targets are expected to be Argentina, Haiti,
Indonesia, Iran, Peru, and the Phillippines.
. Spending - Carrying on the grand tradition of
former Rep. H. R, Gross, whom he succeeded, Rep.
Grassley (R-Iowa) has introduced H.R, 144, which calls
for a balanced federal budget "except in time of war or
grave national emergency" and for "systematic reduc
tion" of the national debt. Grassleyhas also led the
fight in the Hou&e againt congressional pay raises.

(Continued on page 16)
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draft to be implemented in "emergency" situations.
Democratic conservative Senators Stennis (Miss.) and
Nunn (Ga.) have been promoting such legislation,
which has the endorsement of DOD.

Blocking passage of any such attempt to ease back
into conscription should be a primary legislative goal
for libertarians in 1977.

OSHA -Th~ U.S. District Court for Idaho delivered
the nation a New Year's surprise when it ruled on
December 30 that the warrantless, no-warning inspec
tions of the Occupational Safety and Health Adminis
tration (OSHA) are unconstitutional. Supreme Court
Justice Rehnquist later issued a ruling which allowed

The FSl's Programmatic Spanish Course comes in two
volumes:

• Volume I Basic, 24 cassettes (16 hours) and 464-page text,
$107 .

.Volume II Advanced, 16 cassettes (11 1/2 hours) and 614
page text, $86

Your cassettes are shipped to you in han(isome library
binders.

To order, just clip this ad and mail it with your name and
address, and a check or money
order. Or, charge to your credit
card (American Express, Bank
Americard, Master Charge) by
enclosing card number, expira
tion date, and your signature.

The Foreign Service Institute's
Spanish course is uncondition
a/(v guaranteed.. Try it for three
weeks. If you're not convinced
it's the fastest, easiest, most
painless way to learn Spanish,
return it and we'll refund every
penny you paid! Order today!

"One of the problems in reading or listening to Dr.
Branden is believing that behavior and attitudinal
change occurs in biocentric therapy at the great speed
portrayed," writes· cl.inical psychologist David Kantorowitz
In Libertarian Review. "As one who has had extensive
opportunity to observe what really happens .. , I can
only report that his claims are accurate."

An Informal Discussion of Biocentric Therapy, says
Dr. Kantorowitz, "presents a clear and cogent sum
mar'ization of the Branden style of psychotherapy ....
All in all, this pamphlet is a gem."

An Informal Discussion of Biocentric Therapy is only
$1.25. Order your copy today by clipping the coupon
below.

kl hformal Discussion of

BIOC8'lRIC
HR4PY

Washington w@)Jtccrm
By E. Scott Royce

This course turns YQur cassette player into a "teaching
machine. .. With its unique "programmatic" learning method,
you set your own pace-testing yourself, correcting errors,
reinforcing accurate responses.

The U.S. Department of State has spent tens of thousands
of dollars developing this course. It's by far the most eHective
way to learn Spanish immediate(v.

Now, you can learn to speak Spanish just like these
diplomatic personnel do-with the Foreign Service Institute's
Programmatic Spanish Course.

The Programmatic Spanish Course consists of a series of
tape cassettes and an accompanying. textbook. You simply
follow the spoken and· written instructions, ·listening and
repeating. The course begins entirely in English. But by its
end, you'll find yourself learning and speaking entirely in
Spanish!

What sort of people need to learn a foreign language as
quickly and etlectively as possible? Foreign service personnel,
that's who. Members of America's diplomatic corps. are
assigned to U.S. embassies abroad, where they must beable to
converse fluently in every situation.

If you've read Nathaniel Branden's books- The
Psychology of Self-Esteem, Breaking Free and The
Disowned Self-you've probably wanted to learn more
about his revolutionary approach to psychotherapy.

Now you can- in An Informal Discussion of Biocen
tric Therapy.

This r~rnarkable brochure contains a concise explana
tion of Dr. Branden's psychotherapeutic techniques
along with case histories showing exactly how these
techniques succeeded with specific patients.

Dr. Branden discusses the operation and goals of his'
therapy sessions. He outlines the psychological theory
underlying his unique approach to therapy, including his

definition of mental health, the
proper relationship of reason and
emotion, and an explanation of
why people tolerate and encour
age their own neuroses.

NATHANIEL BRANDEN
OUTLINES HIS APPROACH TO

PSYCHOTHERAPY

iSlleak Suanish
like a aiploDlat!

BUDla.,:-aRUM 901 N. WASHINGTON ST., ALEXANDRIA, VA 22314

Conscription - When President Carter's.cabinet and
cabinet-level appointments were made public, some
groups and publications on the· political left expressed
grave reservations (see, for instance, "Hail, Hail, The
Gang's All Here," The Progressive, February 1977, pp.
5-6). Their concern, based on the LBJ-era Vitenam
xelated records of such persons, was particularly acute
in relation to nominees like Harold Brown, Mr. Carter's
selection to run the massive Department of "Defense"
(DOD).

Increasing evidence indicates that such critics were
eminently correct. Secretary Brown has endorsed enact
ment of legislation that would provide for a standby
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I 901 N. Washington St., Alexandria. VA 22314 I
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Grubbs/Continued from page 9)

Ours is a proud philosophic tradi
tiont one not swayed. by the political
winds left or right. The Register was
one of the only newspaper. to editor
iafize against the incarceration of
Japanese-Americans during World
War II. Three and four decades ago we
opposed compulsory schooling; now
nearly every respectable intellectualt

avantz garde or traditionalist t ques
tions it. Even then we .knew the toot
causes of inflation: government deficit
spending catalyzing the printing of
official currency.We were prophetic
about that.

And we have tried as best we can to
stay consistent. .You will not find us
fussing about civil liberties without re
quiring economic liberties: if a revolu
tionist/professor should be allowed to

And there are .shades· of disagree~

mentamong out - libertarian writers;
but their objective is to promote indi
vidual···· freedom. No liberal .obfusca
tionists for us. Our theory: there is
small interest in explaining, say, the
nuances of the Kissinger-to-Vance
transition;· both Henry and. Cy are
career foreign service bureaucrats,
likely to Mayaguez it one day, turn
over the Canal to Torrijos the next. To
daily readers, it all becomes a blur, just
politics. What matters' is the enlarge
ment of their liberties. Our surveys
indicatearlextraordinarily high editor
ial-page readership: people whose
yearnings,however inchoate,. are for
protections against the imp_ersonal
state.

It is important to say we count as
proof ofouf thriving the numerous de-'
tractors. I close, not with something
more ringing and eloquent, such as
announcing my own lifelong goal, my

own lost caUse: to prove Soren
Kierkegaaid wrong in his .prophecy
that the daily press would prove Chris-'
tianity's strongesteoemy.· Kierkegaard
was a better prophet than I,at least as
good asR. C. Hollies, sarlI n91 dwell
on it. Instead I quote a recent letter to
the editor:

"Gentlemen: ... Without doubt nor
qualifications, I believe that I can
unequivocally state that your crummy
newspaper is the most biased, 'inac
curate, right wing reactionary, mis
leading rag of slanderous journalism I
have ever had the unfortunate experi
ence of reading ... All your cruddy rag
does is to pontificate about. the evil
ways of the political system and its,
partietpants in a self-righteous manner
... . Rarely does· your editorial page
discuss a problem and then offer intel
ligent soltitions. Rathert the entire
thrust of the editorial page is to bitch,.
complain, and whine about complex

problems without ever offeringsoIu·
tions or giving a deserving.Rolitician·ol
bureaucrat a pat 011 the back for a jot
well done when they have attempted'tc
address problems."

I believe our correspondent to O€
exactly right, not that we are slander
ous~ right wing, inaccurate (we are, of
course, on our editorial pages, biased):
and so .on; but that we do carp and
complain seemingly without end, and
that, most 'cruddily of all, there is
entirely too much political perfidy to
rail· against, particularly in. Orange
County, once a sort of homestead for
libertarianism, now a production 'line
for convicted felons who simultane
ously would hold office. We do look tc
the future there.

We should like nothing better than
to find a politician or a bureaucrat to
pat on the back. Not an idle hope, is it?
Or was Kierkegaard correct? _
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If you
think there are two
Sides to every story,
walt until you see how many
Sides The Alternative has.

InSide every issue, you'll find
serious articles on subjects like defense
spending. the cost of energy and social
poliCY alongside some very funny features like
our Great American Saloon Series,

BeSIdes that. we have our own brand of book ana
movie reviews. Not to mentIon our correspondence
column and a lot more,

Every artIcle and essay, whether wntten by well
knowns like Malcolm Muggendge and Milton Friedman
or up-and-coming young people IS guaranteed to be
intellIgent. thoughtful and Informative,

Speaking of guarantees, if you're not happy with
The Alternative, tell us withintwo weeks and we'll
return your money. And even let you keep the}irst
Issue,

But we don't think you'll have to ask for your
money back. Bill Buckley never did.

"TheAlternative is
iconbusting,bravvlingly
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highl)row.. .
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speakt and he shouldt so too should a
corporate mogul nothaveto be treated
in'Jtlisitori~!¥b~c~us,~he allegedly
contributed to air pollution. If we
oppose. plebiscitory curbs' on nuclear
power because we feel .a need to
explore and develop a variety of energy
sources, so too. will we oppose this
demagogic divestitute of the oil
companies. So to.o. will we call. for-the
removal of obstructions to the capital
market so that the necessary explora-
tion can be done. '

If we agree that individuals should
have the right to possess marijuana and
heroin, so too will we proclaim the
right to possess' vitamins. If doctors
and lawyers can advertise, so too do
storefront owners have the right to
erect signs 25 feet high instead of the
prescribed 19.5.or whatever. And if we
seriously believe' in promoting global
peace, tben we will ask that trade're
strictions and. tariffs t so stultifyingly.
crisscrossing the globe, be lifted so that
humankind can get on with-interacting.
Finally, we campaign against political
impri$onment and torture t which is
epidemic these days,and which is the
naked and logical extension of political
interference in individuatlives. We
exult that a Solzhenitsyn'performs on
the planet to give us spiritual ballast.

In writing those tirades, those com
plaints and those exultations, we try to
do sO intelligently and forthrightly.
Nothing renders an editorial page more
useless, and more forgotten, than
so-called opinions nullified with an
oh-so-conscientious "on the other
hand" clause worked into every para
graph; or than the crosscurrents of a
gaggle of analyst-journalists honking
what Malcolm Muggeridge calls their
"intimations of bogus expertise" for
all the world to dull its collective' mind.
Some newspapers' succeed, after a
fashion, with such .pish-posh. We
thrive on selling an incisive defense of
individual liberty.
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'-', , Our,s is a proud
philosophic tradition,
,one not swayed by the
polictical winds left

or right."



legacy remains in the form of .our viCious drug'
laws. Fro~ the very personnel involved' (such as
Harry Anslinger, longtime Prohibition agent who
became chief of the U.S. Bureau of Narcotics) to
the basic roots, -the continum between prohibition
of booze and prohibition of drugs, is clear and
'evid~nt. Both are based on the desire to manipu
late other people into living according to one's
own "ideals" (no matter how irrationally based)
and the acceptance of murder as an ultimate
weapon against those who disobey. Both have had
disastrous consequences in American life.

The Long Thirst does not detail all of the
harrors of Prohibition; i1'is, as I said, the story of
Prohibition in human terms. As such, it falls
behind other volumes in the sheer factual informa
tion which it impartsto the reader, but it makes up
for that flaw by being an absolute delight to
read; Comedian George' Burns has said of the
book: "I read 'The Long Thirst' and enjoyed it
thoroughJy because l lived through that' era." I
didn't, and so I enjoyed it all themore. -

Libertarian Review

,Malcolm McDowell as the oldest cabin'
boy on earth, winding up dead of his
own hand, in bed with his .young
Jewis,h girl firendaboard ship, and '.. ~

The 6utline of the Nazi deviousness is
'sketched, but ... nothing of substance
gets in the way· of. the pure soap
opera . . . that this monumentally
expensive, engorged movie becomes
after about ten min~tes on screen.

If Prohibition failed, it was not because of any
vices, immoralities or weakness on the part of the
American people. It was because of their virtues,
their moral fibre, their strength: their refusal to
blithely accept petty tyranny, t~eir willingness to
ignore, ridicule and disobey an unjust law, which
undermined their essential right to determine their
own conduct and, consumption in their private
lives. Prohibition was, in short, no "noble experi
ment." It was oppression, pure and simple.

Prohibition may have failed, and the'18th
Amendment repealed as a consequence, but its

Childs (Continued fr.om page 5)

health insurance bill (h.R. 21, S. 3). The measure is,
Rep. Corman (D.:;Calif.) noted January 6, "virtually
unaltered" from 'its 1974 edition. Major libertarian and
conservative Jobbying will be 'required to prevent "the
dream of Franklin Del~po Roosevelt'! from becoming a
,reality this year. _
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By David Brudnoy
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Gold ClauSe Contracts - Sen. Helms (R-N.C.),
along with five other senators, has reintroduced legisla
tion (s:"79) "to restore the freedom to use gold clauses in
.contracts. '"

FDA Authority.~Rep.Symms submitted'legislation
(H.R. 53) January 4 to "expand the medical freedom of
choice of consumers" by amending the Federal Food,
Qrug and Cosmetic Act to provide that, the FDA should
not regulatedrugs;except "to assur<; their safety." Such
legislation, if adopted, would almost certainly permit
Americans to use the controversial Vitamin B-17,' or
Laetrile, alleged to be a cure for cancer.

Sunset Legislation\.- On January 10 Sen. Muskie
(D-Me.) ,and a bipartisan bloc of 42 cosponsors intro
duced S; 2, the Sunset Act of 1977. Similar to legislation
alrea4yin effect in Colorado and Florida, the bill would
require review at least once eveFy five years, of the need
for various federal programs.

Oldies and "Baddies" - Watch for vigorous promo
tion by organized labor and,the liberal Establishment of
the 1977 version of the Kennedy-Corman national

Previously he produced, most notably,
three X-rated full length feature ani
mated films, each displaying tremend
ous talent but all in spine way or other
unendurable: 'Fritz the Cat, Heavy
Traffic, and Coonskin. Bakshi did well
in som~ of the more avantgarde art
houses but his filrns didn't do much
business elsewhere. Now he's ,made his
concessiQn to commercial reality and
constructed a PG-rated animated
feature' called Wizards, subtitled "A

Madam Kitt.y is soft-core "porn." Tale ofSword and Sorceryin the Year
an X-rated disaster that would have 2,000,000 A.D.," and while it's cer-
one take it seriously because of some tainly going to make him more money
alleged correspongence between it and owing to its greater accessability as a
another true story. Seems the Gestapo non-X film, and though it displays the
bugged a German whorehouse, staffed man's considerable talents and has
it with specially trained ladies of the much power" it too is Nazi chic.
night, and recorded all the bedtime i The story takes place far in the
frolic, the better to weed out potential future, ,after the world's been reduced

nobody wanted the Jews, which, as or actual defecters from the master to rubble, and' all the earth is popu
things turned. out, was nearly true. race',s corps of splendid soldiers. To lated, where populated at all, ,by
Anguish in spades overwhelmed the, train the female spies, the authorities mutants, elves, fairies, and a ' few
~ad .ship of pathetics when Cuba devised a wonderfully ingenious course vaguely human types. The forces of
refused the St. Louis "landing privi- in degradation, much of it gruesomely good are rallied by the old wizard, the
leges, and Franklin, ,Roosevelt com- shown on screen. ,bad by his brother, who models his
pounded the horror with a similar In the first such scene three or, four methods and his objectives' on ..,.- need
policy on our shores. ' dozen of the nubile ,creatures line up, we say it? - Hitler and the National /

At the very last moment, owing' to jaybird nak~d, and, are joined by an Socialists.
valiant work by a: Jewish relief organi- equal number of young Nazi studs, the The conflict, ensues in due course,
zation, four European countries (Bri- assemblage then abandoning th,em~ with what seems like hours of war
.tain"Elolland, Belgium, and France) selves .. to virtually the whole of the footage,' Hitler shrieking, etc., etc.,
each agreed to receive a quarter ofthe Kama Sutra position book. Next, the etc., thrown into spice up the anima
passengers; ofcourse the bulk of them ladies are thrown iit with dwarfs, tion. The swastika emerges, in the year
wound up in the Nazi hands soon after, 'cripples, dotards, to test their mettle 2,000,000 A.D.,as the ultimate symbol
as Hitler's legions ,marched ~nd under less than ideal circumstances. of horror. Granted, the symbol evokes
,~¥e~ra_n~;f~Ubut,:BJ7itaip~:~~~s.toryjs Atl~f.'a~aywego;· The master of the dread in most civilized persons today,
quit~trueandquitegha.stly;,arid a fine, revels is' played by Helmut Berger, of apdthere are few experiences in our
stirring movie might one day be made late a specialist in enacting kinky roles. century which can rival the Reich for
of it. Voyage of the Damned isn't it. Here he's enamored of sequinned out- s.heer awfulness. But .there art?· a few,

'Thisis a compendiuillof predi~tabJ~ fits, with lightning bolts and bejewelled and their symbol is hammer and ,sickle,
stere-otypes moving mechanically swastikas for trim, while the title char- and their territory is Eurasian, 'centered
through their parts, a handkerchief acter is, playe4, as some sort of well.. in Moscow anqPeking.
every ten minutes requiredeql.lipfu~nt· meaning . bisexqal, ,by. Ingrid Thulin, \ , ""',
fQr <.t!l~.,auQien~e,.~e,have,~ all YOUl; -wno':'did;,anotherNazi chic nU.mber :~9ttbat'iYoU iwould·"k90.W· anMthing

,moresinisteJ:~azis; yourcoutfl,geolis,' withB~rgef a few years ago i,n The of:~communism;llfnY'tltlngqat"tall{j(if
de,cettt '~~I'itlf:an (non-N~zi)ship's 'Damned.·' ' . ,'Wizardswere )tourfsbleihtroduc:tiarito
captaill{M~'vonSydoW ~ -excellent, ,as The moyie knows no restraint. The 'the monstrosity, of' which; twentiet~
alwayij; ,,'and the. aforementioned cast chippies "cavort, the soldiers' swagger 'century man, is' capable. Not sO'Inuch
ofdozens,ao, as~emblageof some of .and~ confide their intimacies, Thulin as one second in thisfilirttouches on
Holl~ood's fjI1e~t, all'vvastedherein piles on rnoremake.;.up and does'-her anything Red as an exa1hpleofhuman
their Jormula roles, as Jews high, and . entertainment number with the swish- eviLOne'sometiIlleS" begins·' to wonder
Je\\;slow, Jews weepy and Jews tough; iesthOtnosexual types imaginable (this if the Birchers don't have. som-etlj(ng

called Voyage ofthe Damned~, 'poastiJ,J8" name tbe situation 'and the cliche and :iscalledep.tenainm~nt, I imagine,inwh.entheypoint out what appears tobe
over two dozen major stars, and Voyage of the Dlitrihed has'lit for you. '. " Naii~er~, brQihei~), 'Berger shrieks his·" the massive conspiracy to downplay
attempting, albeit poorly, a true stbry 'So Faye Dunaway sports a monocle ma:nia~alordersand fondles his furs. the .evils , ofcommtinism.:Whatever,
of Nazi perfidy. In 1939' the Germans as a wealthy Jew, Julie Harris tears and Once more the equation is presented: we're back in the realm of Naziology,
set nearly a thousand' Jews loose . whimpers and giggles,Wendy Hiller National. Socialism equals sexual the chic use of the National"Socialist
aboard a liner,' the St. Louis, bound looks noble - shea[ways looks noble; pe.rversion. It's all so easy, all so' trite. reign of terror as the ultimate

, from. Hamburg to Havana. The Jews, it's in her contract ---..: and a,way we go I;-overs 'of flesh on screen might take to synecdoche for human ' viciousness.
from an walks and stations of life, through a cast. or'talents lost in tbis a few minutes of this thing,anda few You might ask why, but that would be
thought they were, destined for thicket: James Mason as a. good scenes are very well photographed, but impolite - sort of like asking what's
freedom; the Nazis,'however, intended Cuban, Orson Welles as an'ambiguous the whole's a bomb. been happening to the JIlillion Cambo
the entire venture as an exercise in Cuban, Jos/Ferret asa bad Cuban, Ralph Bakshi is "'an animator and dians set out into the forests by the
propaganda: to prove to the world that Ben Gazzara as a tough American Jew, moviemaker of truly awesome talent. liberators to wander and die. • . -
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• A U.S. bank that offers ,everything free: free checking,
free ttavelers. checks, free. money' orders, free notary service
... p~u~ 24.Jto~r witbd"awal. service,!ower interest rates on
loans, and discounts on merchandise, restaurants and
entertainment.

You would be surprised how many of these incredible
offers you can take advantage of, depending on where you live.

To Understand Is To Invent is a 'book in which
Piaget has dealt, to an extent rare for him, with
the problems of education and the practical impli
cations of his pioneering work in cognitive devel
opment and related fields. It is must reading or,
better, must studying for educators and all those
concerned with child and adolescent psychology.

•

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
After reading this book, if you are not completely satisfied, or feel

that our claims for the material are not entirely justified, simply return
it within two weeks for a full refund. No questions asked.

ous coordinatio.p. o'f actions. Reciptocity bliilds the
spirit of underStanding and tolerance towards aU
nations, racial alldreligious groups.

Readers will be pleased that To Understand Is
To Invent is a less difficult book than most of
Piaget,'s works. Students of the Montessori
approach will notice alarge number of striking
compatibilities between the ideas found here and
those in the :writings .of the Italian physician
educator. She, like Piaget, recommends a pre
pared environment with an array of manipulatable
materials fostering individualized education. Her
method too emphasizes freedom, activity, self
pacing, the joy of work. Finally, it is worth noting
that for years Piaget was president of the Swiss
Montessori Society.

The author, Mark Skousen, is an insider himself,
having worked for the CIA for two years. Presently,
he is managing editor of the widely-read Inflation
SurvivalLetter and author of the new book; Playing
the Price Controls Game. Mr. Skousen bas a
Master's degree in economics. He continually keeps
abreast..of the banking world and consults often with
bankers and financial advisers.

INTRODUCING THE AUTHOR

Make aFortune
with tltese Banking and

Credit Secrets•••

MORE SURPRISES
Here are just a few more real-life examples of the exciting world of

banking (arid this only scratches the surface):
• A credit union in New York that pays 9% on unrestricted sa,!ings

accounts.
• BankAmericard and MasterCharge centers' that give away free

cash loans.
• A U.S. Bank that offers a SS,OOO line-of-credit on the prestigious

AlJlerican Express "gold card" at only 10% interest-with only $10,000
salary to qualify. - .

• A credit UII1ion that pays 6% on its checking account.
• A BankAmericard center that gives back 1% of the total pur-

chases you make using the card. . "
• A U.S. checking account whel'e you can write checks in any cur

rency ,you wish-British pounds, Swiss francs, German marks, even
U.S.dollan.

• A U.S. ch ckin account literal) backed b 100% old bullion.

• •• Secret #3: Earn Up to 20% on Your.SavingsAccount.
For years, insiders have bl1en earning 10, IS,.and even 20% on their

savings accounts using perfectly legal techniques. In some cases, they
have been able to earn over 20% a year right from their own homes,
involving little or no time at all!

i KEPHART-COMMUNiCATONSINCI
I

\901 N. Washington St.. Suite 200 • Alexandria, VA 22314 I
Please send me Mark Skousen's The 1977 Insider's Banking &

I Credit Almanac. I must be completely satisfied orl may return-- I
the book within two weeks for a full refund. Enclosed is myI payment of$12.95. I
~~ ~5

I ~
A~~ ~

I City' . State· ' -Zip ~.. -._.. ..._ - - - -- -,-" - - - _ ... - _-... - _.I

• • eSeelet Ill; RaIle Thousandl of Pollan O.ernlght.I:::·"...'····; .. · .~.:::

80." rTo,W••..... up.' t.o 51..5.'.,.000 i.05.'t.',a.n•. t.I.Y., de.pend.. 10

g

.. 0.n Y•..ou..r•. i.nco..m•......e '.',<1I.J.!i!i!and where you live; Borrow this money by mail without ever' i;;:;::::·:.· .:;::':':':':':':':':':'::::::;;.:
sitting down with a loan ~fficer, ~Lin.credibl! low interest ,: :~;::: :~ :::::. .:.:::::: .f: ~
rates: 10%,6%. even zero pe::rcent mterest at times. ::::::;: ;:., '.' ::. :;:;:: ::::::::"

By using a simple· techntqiie,. you. can borrowthis,;-money ; ~;;';" . . : ":;::'" ::~:~:~~.:.l~~~~~~ ;;
in ely. for as long as you like! These, loans are entirely i':'::::· .... : ... :

~~~fj1~~~:;::~= :lil111111; ii~~:?Z;~~~ntX~i:~:;:~~~
right from your own home. The money is available to you .. '," • How to earn. 12% on a 73/. % certificate of deposit.
now or 5 years later. And it won't cost you a thing to wait:"Costless • How to get free life insurance ... even if you're completely
insurance! There are no special conditions, no collateral or co-signers uninsurable!
required. And getting alow·interest loan is easy! • How to conduct your financial affairs without a U.S. checking

C!__ ' ~2 E . .' .. ' account (for those of you who seek complete privacy from government
• •• ~Rlt,,·: am Hlahlnterest on Your Checking Account. sqooping),

You can earn from 5% to 10% on your checking account, no matter • How praCtic~lIy anyone can join a credit union.
where you live in the U.S. Some U.S: banks pay for everything: post- • How anyone can use an out-of-state checking account locally.
age, envelopes, even checks. There is no minimum balance, no • Haw to postpone bankruptcy forever.
monthly fees, and no cost per check. All deposits are insured. Interest • How to take advantage of the "float" and "grace periods" to earn
is paid from day of deposit to day of withdrawal on many accounts. more on your savings.
And there are no strinRs attached. • How·to start. your own' bank, savings and loan association, or

credit union.
• How safe is your bank? How to read a bank statement.

FOREIGN BANKS HIGHLIGHTED.
Insider's Almanac doesn't just cover banking in the U.S. A special

chapter provides full details on fantastic banking SCI'Vices abroad:
-U.S, Dollar Accounts in Canada. These safe, government-authorized

checking accounts pay interest (anywhere from 3% to 10%). Your money
can be .withdrawl) at any tit:ne .. ~ccounts are in U.S. dollars-not Canadian
dollars. Alsosho\IVs you hOw to earn over 10% on Canadian savings
accounts.

-12% in Mexico: Risk and Reward. How safe are Mexican accounts
after the devaluation? Is it still.safe to put money in dollar accounts in
Mexican investment banks?

-13% in European Savings Accounts. Plus, how Americans have
earned over 30% a year in Swiss savings accounts without doing a thing!

-How to A void Exorbitant Poreign Exchange Rates. Numerous tips.
for travelers on how to elude exchange controls.

INFORMATION YOU CAN USE AT HOME
The 1977Insider's Almanac offers unique information on banks around

the world and where you live. No aspect of banking is left ur covered:
checking accounts, overdraft loans, credit cards, savings accoun, money
orders, travelers checks. certificates of deposit. U.S. bond~" foreign
·currencies, llnd so on.

1977 Insider's Banking And Credit Almanac is a complete guide,
containing over 50,000 words of expert guidance.

Banking is so much a part of your life that you simply can't afford
to be without this book. It's indispensable! •

So, mail the order form with your payment of 512.95 today. You
won't regret it.

INSIDER'S TECHNIQUES REVEALED
Anyone of these 3 banking secrets could be worth hundreds. maybe

c thousands ofdollars to you.
But now, at a very modest price, you can take advantage of these and

many more banking secrets. Each of these insider's techniques is re
vealed in.co",pletec:ietai!inafasci~llti~glle\V book called, The 1977
Insider's Ban1cingA"a Credit Almanac.""' . . ' .'\ I I

The 19771nsider's BankinR And Credit Almanach!i a real cohsumer's
guide to the ever-cha[\ging world of money and banktng, written
specifically for people of modest wealth.

.Each of 10 chapters contains solid. useful information that you can
pht to work immediately.

attention will be given to the necessarily interdis
ciplinary nature at every leveL of the subjects
taught; the child will be given increased practice in
observation: an upgraded teacher education can
be expected. In short, .the school will provide all
that is necessary for building a questioning mind
and a dynamic moral conscience.

Piaget emphasizes the importahce of "real and
mutual social experience;' for students, including
self-government. Alternating individual and group
work helps develop a personality balanced
between independence and reciprocity. -::- mutual
respect for various points of view,.andharmoni-

Reviewed by R. C. Orem / Grossman, 1973 /
$7.50

To Understand 1,---""ED_UC_AT_IO----JN,

Is to Invent
By Jean .Piaget

This book consists of two papers prepared for
UNESCO 15y the eminent S\Yiss psychologist, who
has served as chairman of the UNESCO-affiliated
International Bureau of Education and head of
the Swiss .delegation to UNESCO. "The Right to
Education in tlj.e Present World' ~ is a commentary
on Article' 26( of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, the Article affirming the right to
education adopted by the United Nations General
Assembly in 1948. The essay""A Structural
Foundation for Tomorrow's Educatfon" was
done in1971 for the UNESCO International Com
mission on the Development of Education. 'These
two pieces, written in the closely reasoned Style
typical of Piaget, can hardly be analfzed in a few
hundred words,for every page' contains insights
woithy of discussion. The present reviewer has
therefore endeavored to illustrate the significance
of the book with a sampling of. the ideas it
contains, including theoretical points and practical
appljcations.

Everyindividual,says Piaget, has the dght to
develop normally to hisoT her fullest potential.
Accordingly,. 'society is obligated to. provide the
formative ntUieu for optimum em'otional.and
intellectual~rowt1h '.' To develop individuals capa
pie' 'Qf"Pt:'~llctioo and creativity," not simply
repetition,e~eri~ental,activity. o~. the learner's
par\ ,must be'encQuraged."Fhewaytoeducati0nal
renewal, he believes, will be through cultivation of
the experimental mind. Since the processes of logic
ar~ the main tools of the individual's adaption to
his environmerihthe first talks of education is to
form reasoning. The basic principle, of the. new
education will be: to understand IS to invent, or
re-invent (and thus,the title of the book). .

Not surprisingly, Piaget rejects programmed
instruction as not conducive to inventing unless,
of course, the child himself does the programming.
The same for audio..visual aids generally, lEading

'-as they often do to a "verbalization of images" if
not accompanied by concrete activities: manipula
tion, exploration, etc. As is well-known,Piaget's
view of the development of intelligence and
cogni~ive structures is constructivist in nature, "a
continuous surpassing of successive stages." The
teacher must relate her methods and content to the
structures and functions that are spontaneously
active in the' child's mind. Her role is/that of an
organizer who, by providing for the child a wide
variety of interesting materials upon which he can
act in freedom" stimulates initiative and experi
mentation. Scholastic examinations,' ~the veritable
plague on 'education," are not· to be relie4 upon,
for too often it is the lessons rather than the
subject which the "bad" student doesn't under
stand. Piaget's researches have, for example, con
vinced him that.every normal student is capable of
good mathematical reasoning if he is provided

<' activities of appropriate interest and allowed to
discover relationships by. himself.

Piaget offers a. number of cogent suggestions
for'reorganizing the teaching of the liberal arts as
well as the sciences, which cannot be elaborated
here. But mention should be· made. of his stress

/ upon structuralism - the underlying structure
accounting for phenomena oBserved; an example
would be self-regulation or equilibration in
biology.

What will be some of the features' of the new
eCllucation as envisioned by Plaget? There will be
greater importance attached .to preschool educa
tion; close cooperation will exist between basic
psychological research. in child developntent and
systematic ·educational experimentation; proper
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. In any' case, it is more certain that ifanyoQe
prominent in the Nazi regime, were 1 to get his
views published, no matter how bowdlerized, he

.would .be expected to castIgate nearly everyone
with whom he worked and associated as dunces
and near-imbeciles~ or as savages without a single
endearing quality; being cast as close to non
humans,as possible makes it easier to rationali~e

their subsequent inhuman treatment. Of course .
the chief villain must· always be Hitler, made as
gross and barbarous and unreasoning as possible,
and capable almost only of bad judgments and
irreclaimable mistakes bordering on the idiotic.
Speer's books attempt at various places·to af1hfeve
this ideal,. but he. foregoes the usual extremes;
Hitler is not descriqed as' foaming"at the mouth
and prostrate on tHe fld6r,:<chewilJg;.;'t~~carp~t.
(Teppischfresser is ..'the:P?i&a~~.w~rtf~ ::f6,t b'the
nervous person whp paceS. ulf'and down the floor,
which figu'(atively "eats up" the carpet;' for the
l~mebrain of the English:-speaking vv~rldthis was'
tran§lated literallY in. Hitler's. ca.se, he being a
celebrated agitated floor walker:1 There are. still '
books'which soberly,~tate this Jug-cliompingtobe .
afact, as w.ell as endorsing some of the gross cari
caturing that ,was featured in Charlie· Chaplin's
Great Dictator.) _ ,,'

,After this now much-repeated harratiVe of
unrelieved incompetence and, of basic decisions
always made two years too late, one wonders how
the Germans, with very poor preparation, were
able to take jon the· world in a war that lasted
almost six years, with a large part of their popula
tion never in the armed forces or in war produc
tion, and for most of the last two years of the war,

: capable of increasing their output steadily, though
a large part of their land was in nearly total ruin. It
is not explained in these books, nor is it explained
in the vast collection ofv~inglorious works by
Qermany'sconquerors, either. .

It is unlikely we shall ever se~ again an extrava
ganza such as Nuremberg, .apd its 'consequence,
the hangings·and Spandau,' even though Rudolf
Hess;still keeps thelatteropen. The 60,or so war)
since 1945 have .not resulted in another spectacle
of this sort.' The substitute, for' public war-gl:lilt
shows, excluding the curious sideshow devoted to
Lt.,William Calley, ~e,ems to be that put o~ in the
ferocious Asian. and African satrapies that have
emerged from the wreckage of European colonial
ism, namely, the summary executioll, of the
unlucky and the defeated,' if they can be caught.
Western spokesman wail and wring'their'hands at
this barbarism, but it is perhaps no worse cultural
degeneration than the spectacle of the degradation
of the concepts of Western Jurisprudence at
Nuremberg (one should study well Montgomery
Belgion's Victors' Justice [1949] j. As, for the

',statesrnaq o,f ~he"civilized world," it\ long ago
.. was impressed upon them, by the cOl)sequences of
;what they themselves wrought a'tNuremberg; that
:they had better not ever get caught losing another '
I, war., . especially on the basis of" unconditional
surrender.•

ah,out the long-run eonsequences of corporate stat-
,ism in America. .

.Need to deal with the FTC on some matter? See
To~my Austern at Covington & Burling. I Have a
sp~cinc problelI) \vi~hCAB regulations? See How
ard Westw~od' at thesame~'addr,ess;,he pri'lctically
created the CAB back in the thirties. Need a slight
ly'less prestigious but almost equally effective team
of l~al.kllt?~\ed,.g~ables? l'l"¥J\~nold & Porter.
Needlnenum'oer .one fooo arid drug lawyer in the
world?Go get tough Tommy Corcoran who "walks
into an agency with a meat cleaver· in his briefcase
,and chops the lIell out of ~nynincompoopwho gets
in his way.;' These hoysplay·for keeps ...

There are several drawbacks in the volume that /
mar its overalI~ffectiveness. 'One is Goulden's itt
discriminate .lumping of legitimate corporate de-
f~nse with ,"o.ffensix~.". co~p~f;~~e j~~~l1:~\n,~j?~~s~.
Superiawyers, r.:of~Ot;lJ;s,e, .... fiandl.ee,l~l1et actIVity
adi()itly. A:~R~,b;erprqbl~pt' is t~~l,G~pJde~mliv,~!y
'sees the "new breed" ofpU;l?hcl,ntere,s,t)awyer m
Washington as balancing':9ff"'tne private-~awyer
power of the ,corporations, when irireality the new
breed simply champions sornecollectivistcause or
client ("Public Interest"; "Corisumers").

Despite its flaws, the book deserves to be 'studied
closely by libertarians. Indeed, no analysis ofAmer
icanpolitical economy in the last 40 years is com
plete without reference to the Goulden book.

..

.sharply:acc~lerated d~ring the' 196Q's,s?me,
Washillgton'La,wyers directed a counter-revolu..'
tioniInique in world economic history. Their
tllission 'was not t9,des~oy the New Deal, and its
successorreforin acts, Q·tittoco.nqner,thellli.~lld .
to leave their structures intact so they could be
tran~f.or~~ditl.tQ\ instruments for the amassing of

, .'lh0!l0poli~tiC corp()rate power. \
, . Few authors have put it more succinctly jlian
this. And. few have gone on' to tell so fascinating an I

account ofhO\yit is ~ll accomplished.
. This ooij~detailsthe:activities of those "special-.

isis for hire" that perform the "interface" function
~oex~ertly-and 'fo~ such lucr~tive retainer~;, p~Qple
sll~h as Clark Clifforcl (S~p~rclark)~th~7b~stQf the'
be~t."a~d Tllo~as.G~,Corcoran (TonV1)yt~e,Cork),
who may'know more about regulatorY c()rnmission's

",than any man alive.' ,Goulden'blie~ .~ase after case in
wNch the superla~yerswo:r~ ,~h~rr."magic"; ()n'the

. regulatory .fr~terI!in\ me~~~t(.()f Congres~~, tqe,
court ..~Xs~~!'1' 'a,n~tlierest. oftp~:\\~ashington estab-.
lishnletlt~.At least '?ne thin~~ is :ptecisely dear from'
all o{·tlils1:tThesepeople ,are dam:ngood at what
they are abbut, knowledgeable in the ways and
working of burea,cracy,.and morally unconcerned'

Reviewed byD.T~ Armelltan0IDen,197~/SJ~75

...........
ThisexceUentbook h~s'b~eti~ickirig around:{or

years,. but to the best of iriy knoWledge bas never
been reviewed (or even mentioned) in any libertarian
publi~atiott/And yet this is a great; oversigllt,for,

1 Goufden's 'lSook is 'the'" only' one that d~tail~.·th~

mecnil1lism by which corporateint~r~sts ar.e;~Qte~Q
help shape legislation and' governmentaljnstit,u~
'tions in their own interest: Thatniechanism-:tl1e

,humarilinkage between busfuess .. ~nd. the .State--:-:-i~
The Superlawyers; alid Gouldetr's'. account, is a
thoroughly fascinating study of the lawyers.and the
law firms that do the (didy) work.

'Goulden precisely sets 'the theme of hispook in
his profogut:( when he says: ' . ." "; .' '

The Washington Lawyer is anitnportapt {j,gure,
in contemporary America because he is often~he

interface that holds together the economic part
nership of business and government. In the de-
cades, following the New Deal, at apace that

.The·Sup~:rlawye:rs
. ..."

By JosepnG-oulden

,
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w~nne'r~;;while.tltteani,syhthetlcgroansof horror
,'at the sins of defeated enemies. i : .

SOJne~ar,tsoflnsidelhe Tftlrd Reich are sup-
kinds, in a fairly advanced stage ase~r1yas 1'942, ported by'cdmparlson with Speer's testimony at
but that a heat-seeking, ground,-to-airmissilewithNuremberg, and some are not. Speer's admissions
a ceiling of 5\0,000 feet was nearly in an, opera- . concerning forced labor in his latter account
tional production stage: This would have defeated contradict his 1946 position. His fellow Nurem-

-tl1e Allied bombing c~mpai~ in .all probability. berg defendant.Hans.,Fritsche~ in his, book orr the
The failure(j)f any of these·programs.to, become trials" The Sword itt the ScaiesfI953), observes
effective before war's end is laid at Hitler's door. that the prosecution, mainly Justice Robert ·H.
An amazing tribute to Speer's organizational skill Jackson., tried to get Speer to turn "state's
despite all the roadblocks thrown,in his way is that evidence'." on this subject against other defen-
the high point of armament production, in dants, but that he "was not to be tempted." "On
Germany steadily went Up' until':the closing' four the contrary," Fritsche went on, to say, Speer
months of the war, by which time catastrophic "went out of his way to emphasize that mosf of
shortages, the nearly totalwrecking of the German the stories ,about the maltreatment of foreign
transportation system by Angl6.;American' bomb- labour· was pure invention.'" On dne occasion
ing,and the obliteration 'of Germany's 70 largest Speer shouted "That's a lie!" when the prosecu-
cities brought a 'down-turn in production curves. tion tried to introd1Jce an affidavit that workers in'

There are many things this reviewer would have, one of the Krupp factories were allegedly_put in
been vastly interested in seeing Speer discuss, but' cages. The prosecution hastily backed downJrom
lit.tle along such lines is to be found. For instance, this one. (It probably would take a couple life-
the remarkable research in synthetic fuels, mainly times to sort out the, vulgar Stalinist false;;.witness
methanol/and ethanol, which"as early as 1938: from genuine testimony' at Nuremberg.) '.

. according to Dr. Tom Reed of MIT's Lincoln Speer's SppndauDiaries iJ'a personal memoir of
I Laboratory, accounted for more than half of the more than ordinary import and eloquence On his

fuel consumed in Germany, and which were used' 20 years in prison. His is the' eye of the architect
in immense quantities in tanks, planes and other J "for details, though the sweep :of his observations
military vehicles duringthe war. Anothetwoul? --may also have been sharpened by 'the length and
be the unusual compositIon of' batteries, now conditions of his imprisonment. There is much
being explored by a Texas A&M .scientist in the gossip about the other siX Nazi prisioners with
enormous collection of captured Gennan papers . whom' he shated this large JaiL It is nor a
lodged in Charlottesville, Va.' and eJsewhere.. 'systematicdiaty,!,Tl1ere,.are gaps oLweeksand
WrecKed German military equipment unc0veied :someti'meSJnondls,betwe~n eIltr:ies' (were ..'· tHere
in the North African desertttUrty yeats; l~t~rcon-<><Il1aterialsherat:tlle e~i:tors thElughlwe had best
tained batteries that .st111,":~~c:l<a c,~~rge.Still;~{;.~::(;~'«,not see?t."t ..: :·~:~le is' aiY#le4jnt9·chapterS for
another is the incredible·Ger:m~· tape ··reco~.der ,',i:/: ':'eacli·'year:'h¢i,waS7jai~~d.'by his Anglo;;.Franco-·
which as,early as 1943 was sending, out noise-fre,e Russ(j'~.~tl.ern,:i~s;, g that .time he
and l1ninterruDted symphonic radio broadcasts,at> calc .... n~f~~l~e . miles in his
a time when the BBC antl others played traditjonal pacirig 111' the garden' and exerCIse yard of the
scratchy~recordings which were suspended every .pri~oq., ,<:\\:': :,:'j.; . . . "
four and a half minutes so that they could be We have been treated f<;>r over 40 years to a
turned over. Even the first American tape recorder succession of tales that has emphasized. the coarse,
in ,1948 was barely more than. a copy of this rude, spiteful and brutal traits of the chiefs of the
captured German Magnetophone,the inventor of' Nazi regime. A substantial part of both these
which we do not seem to knpw. It probably would books is devoted to a gossipy -repetition of these,
be,. too much to expect Speer to knowhow" the among others, and ,in this respect is, in the lan-
Germ'an came to invent the microdot during the gllageof the ancients, merely "chewing over old,
war. cabbage. ',' Eugene Davidson, in the introduction

The principal chaFge against Speer at the to the 'first book, esteems Speer,'since here" he
Nurembergtrialswas that he allowed for~ed labor ,approaches his ideal cowering German; ready to
in German. industry, On Octob.er 1, 1946, he was shoulder responsibility to almnst any accusation as,
convicted of this as a war crime and sentenced to' chflrged. Savoring the guilt of Nazis for World
20 years in prison, which he served to the last War II has been one of Davidson's principal
minute in the grim and bleak Spandau prison in literary pleasures; it is too had he has not had
Berlin. Strangely enougli, though, on February 17, . more opportunities .such as that presented by a
1946, seven months before his conviction, General latter-day Speer.
Lucius Clay had introduced the use .of forced It appears to be a canon of American publishing
labor by Germans in the American-occupied zone also ~for over 40 years ,that no one is to publish a
of Germany. At the time Speer was, convicted,. word in extenuation, of HitJer without. ris~.ing

Stalin was using millions of Germans as forced economic or r/eputationaldisaster. (But Double-
\ lapor in SovietRussia underconditions that made dayseems to/have violated, this no:no :in having

the forced labor in wartime Germany look like a issued John Lukacs' receI;lt book on the first h;alf
rest home by ~omp~rison. So goesJheh~p0crisyof 'of World War .n.)· ~.
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director of theForumfoF Philosophical Studies in Los Angeles.
and a frequenfcontflbutor to Reasdlland Libertarian Review.

The Reasonableness or Atheism comes with this unconditional
guarantee: If you're not' fully satistied with the recording, simply
return it within three weeks and your payment will be promptly
refunded.

Learn how W defend yourselfl Order this important recording

today.
Tape 450 (57 min.) ,59.95

do is display allof his. usual. intent'ions, nothingtakes away the 1asteofartiness.,
which are grandioise·f and his usual ,,'better than art, Bach and Vivaldi. .,
tendencies, which ate toward medio.. Little by little,however, Mitchell has
crity..', John is .capable 'of .i.nfusinga b~en eroding. my resistance. She. may
trivialsong l~ke"'S9rrySeems to Be' the ... we~ther sensitivity like a sandwich
Ha.rdestWo~d'fwith enough feeling to' board, but she does 'have too much
make it. work, .....~ut most of .fhe taste, to indulge in the self-pitying
time__andfour alpum sides do add up wallows which mark Janis Ian's work.
toa lot of time~he is merely, dull. )Ifit is too muchto expect that she will

, . ., .. ' ", . '. ..'," , ever loosen up sufficiently to getdown
lam Intheproces~ o~ bemg ''Yon and belt out "Dancing in theStreet,"

(')ver~ sort of, by;Jom MItchell, .after as Joan Baei has been seen to do at
holdIng . out agall~st h~r. for .years, Rolling Thunder Revue concerts, she
almo.st f~om. the mghts m 1969 ~hen has demonstrated that she can sing
she flrst~mpmged upon.my conSCIOUS- with considerable power .and passion.
ness. I stIll have reservatIons about her. The listless musician ship which'
A~a composer, she. ,has been only characterized Mitchell's early record
sl!ghtly, .less overpraIsed .than P~uI ings is giving way to. tasteful arrange
SImon; asa performer, she IS s~ pohte, ments calculated to enhance her
so .refined and bloodless, at tImes so lyrices. The Hissing ofSummer Lawns

(pamfully affected, that I. have fre- (Asylum 7E-I05l), released in 1975,
quently fou:nd myself .longu?-g f~r .an was a revelation to me. It may be the

, earful of eIth.er Bon~lIe RaItt (bv~g definitive Joni Mitchell album. Even if
proof .that .guls can to?, rock h~e it isn't, it should not be missed. Her
Chuck.Berry) and CarlySImon (a bIg-
city sophisticate who nevertheless
understands raunch) or else,because

8 audio-cassette tapes on the most explosive 01 all political issues.
. No word in the English Illnguage· is as controversial' as'~anarchism." Emo- LEFEVRE ON LAW,LEGISLATION and RIGHTS. Ay.tarchist libertarian

tional outbursts and physical conflicts have been. triggered by it. Robert LeFevre demonstrates how law and organization( would be possible
To the average perso~, anarchy conjures up images of violent revolution. mad without 8:<!.vernment. Tape 405 (88 min.) $10.95.

bombers and social disorder. Some form of government, most people believe. KARL HESS' POLITICAL ODYSSEY. Hess traces his development from
is essential to ensure a stable, law"abidingsociety. ' conservative ideologue to New Left anarchist. Tape3I9 (58 min.) $9.95.

Its defenders reply that anarchism has been misunderstood. Anarchy simply BEYOND POWER ELITES: ANARCHISM As AN ALTERNATIVE.
means "no govemment." The consistent advocate of freedom, it is c1aimed..must. Jarret Wollstein, author of Society Without Coercion, presents a case for
be an anarchist. The functions presently monopolized by governme,ntwould. replacing. the hierarchical structures of government and corporation with a

in an anarchist society. be performed by private agencies. Anarchy, they further VOlunt.ar,Y, Iibert.arian sOciety-"T.ape 425 (34 min.)59'95~'.._".", -:-.::-.
contend, is the only moral and practical (ocialsystem. Nor is it necessarily Satisfaction guaranteed on aU tapes. CUp and mail ." '
incons~tent with capitalism' and private property'-as the .long tradition of the coupon today! - dSb e

. individualist anarchism demon~trates. cr-'---3
Who's right? Here's your chance to find out-by listening to one or more of r~A7e;:-:a:;:i:-;:;;:;~;:;::-:--~

these thought.p.!:~vokingcassettes.. I '.. discount. S72-
ANARCHY WITH PROPERTY: AN AMERICAN VARIANT. Prof. 0 #438. ANARCHY WITH f>ROPERlY. 0 #184, ROTHBARD ON DEFENSE

$9.95 ' '. AGENCIES. SIS '
Laurence S. Moss distinguishes between socialist anarchism and the uniquely 0 #439. ORDER WITHOUT LAW. D' 1/405; leFEVRE ON LAW. LEGISLA.
American school of "property anarchism," exemplifiedhy such early theorists S8.95 LATtbN and RIGHTS. SIO,95
as Spooner, Tucker and W.arren. Tape 43~H3I min.) 59.95. 0 #173. CHILDS·ST. JOHN DEBATE. 0 #319, KARL HESS' POLITICAL

T AN K S9.95 S9,95
ORDER WITHOUT LAW: WHERE ·WILL HE ARCHISTS EEP 0 #440. WOLLSTEIN·BURNSDEBATE. C #425. BEYOND POWER ELITES.
THE MADMEN? In this lively and humorous speech, economist John Sneed S9.95 S9,95
.shows how equitable law may be administered and maintained in an anarchist J understand that if I'm not colTlpletely satisfied. I may return the recording(s) within
society. Tape 439 '(22 min.) 58.95. ' three weeks and receive a full refund. AF080
ANARCHISM vs. GOVERNMENT: Two' DEBATES. The opposing sides ~~~~s-s--------~-~~~-~-----
meet head on! City .' State --"~__~__ Zip ----

Abarcho-Capltall.smvs. L.lmlted GOYemmellt, a debate between Roy Childs 0 Enclosed is my check or money order for S ' ---o Charge my credit card:
and Jeffrey St. John. Tape 173 (58 min.) 59.95. I 0 BankAmericard 0 Ma~ter Charge
I. Goyemment·N~?, a debate between Jarret Wollstein and Dr. Card number Date Elf,p. ---'----""-~-----

T' S9 9 I Signature C"'IC'IILawrence Bums. ape 440 (56 min.). 5. '
ROTHBARD 011 DEFENSE'AGENCIES. Murray Rottlbard discusses theopera- I '. ~ 901 N W hin S 00

don of privatf defen~agenciesina~anarehistsociety, Tape 184 (US min.) 515: I__. AleX~dri~ Vf~3~4 ~....---- L... . J

A devastating aftackon religion and faith.
In this explosive audio-cassette recording.

The Reaso1lableness (4 Atheism, George H.
Smith eloquently discusses "what atheism is,
Why it's important, and how best to defend it
successfully ...

Noting a resurgence of irrationality and
gullibility in America today. Smith attributes
the phenomenon to the inability of most

George H. Smith people to think critica1}.vand reason correct~v. :---------------.;....--- ...--------------------.;;.---------,
The search for truth. hema'intains, .is man's primary intellectual I Rush me The Reasonabieness of Atneism, tape #450.· I under- I /

virtue. Smith places athei~m tirmly'withinthis larger con,text of ~l '! stand that if I'm not completely satistied, I may returnl\1e II
defense of reason, truth and knowledge. , recording within three weeks and receive afull refund. AFq98 ,

Citing the tradidon~largumentsandalieged'''pmofs'' for the ! Name I
exi~tenceofGod,Smith .• carefully, demonstrates. why. they are -: I
wrong. Particularly intriguing is his refutation of Pascal's famolls I, Address :
"wager" concerning God:s existence. He offers an ingenious alter- Z· I

I City State . Ip --.-- I
native tothis argument. which he calls "Smith's Wager." : Enclosed is my check or money order for $9.95. I
' If you've ever been backed into a corner during a discussion

'II I' Charge my credit card: I
with a religionist. this is a tapeyou mllst hear. You '. learn exact y BankAmericard I Master Charge American Express I"

how to answer the arguments for theism, the traps to avoid, and I

the proper counter-arguments to employ. The Reaso1lable/less oj' Card number_~__--,-~ ---_ :
Atheism.. in short. will give you the "intellectual ammunition" you IExpiralion Date I
~need to win everv debateabtmt the existence of God. I

Smith deliver~d his talk before the. Society of Separationists. Signature ~

the atheist organization headed by Madalyn Murray O'Hair. This .ul'la··.~,a~•. I'.' m. :t
tape is an on-the-spot recording of that event, capturing the in- _.. p. RIll f
form!llity and spontaneity of the original pr7sentation. . I
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performances, and a handful of his
other tracks ("Honky Cat" and "'Love
Song" come to mind) are nice.

But his level of competence, the level
beneath which an artist supposedly will
never' descend, is not high, and at· his
worst he is loud, sloppy, self-in.4ulgent.
Blue Moves (MCA/Rocket 2-11(04), a
two-record set, contains neither ". his
~est work nor his poorest. What it does

By Steven Utley

George,Elto~·,a.nd Joni

George Hamson's latest album,
Thirty~Three ~ 113 (Dark Horse,
Records, DH'300S), is really 11.0 better
or worse than any of his previous solo
releases. I find it especially saddening,
however, because I have finally·
reached the point where I can no longer
ignore the fact that he justisn't so hot.

Old loves die hard. Eric Clapton,
once the king of English blues guitar
ists, has. opted for .conservative music,
tunes as safe and bland as your choice
of current disco-pop favorites..The
Rolling Stones, once themeane~t and
most rousing rhythm In' blues act
around, have ~ecome. too pat to be
taken seriously. Bob Dylan . . . Well, '
Bob Dylan has always been difficult to
keep in sight, but the maQ lately ob-
served yowling out his old songs on
stage, without regard .for melody. or
meaning,. is not the man whose·voice:
however frayed at· the edg~s and uncer'
tainatthecenter, once lent convictioJ,
to'~hQse ..s.ame songs. To ,admit certah~

, truths after years of de~ying them is tel
feel vaguely disloyal. .. .

. Theex-Beatlesare fQur partswhicl'
,d,Q .•.. ~9t ;begjtli.to....~qual the,!whple 01
,!y~re~:\ra;Ub~:~qC;tl~t.gey ha~ pr09uceCl
~omeJlsten~l:)le ~MSIF, b~t hl~tendenc~'
towatdlhesaccharirleand'.the ··cutesty&.:
a .tendency once held in check by th(:
sardonic'John'Lennon-usually over·
whelms him.· Lennon, seemingly torn
between basic r6ck, at which he is a
whiz, and the freakishness exemplified
by his dreary collaborations with Yoko
Ono, performs erratically and ineffec
tuallY. Ringo Starr is only as good as
his material, and his material, too
often, is second-rate or worse.

As for Harrison, his music tends
toward shapelessness. His' guitar-play
ing is unremarkable, his, song-writing

. talents minimal, his singing voice thin,
without the 'affecting plaintive bleak
ness' of Roger McGuinn's. The ten
tracks on Thirty-Three & 113 range
from the barely passable "Learning
How to Love You,' '/throughan undis..
tinguished 'rendition of Cole Porter's
"True Love," to an utterly fatuous
piece' of piffle called "Crackerbox

, Palace"; they p.ll run together i~the

mind no ma~terhow often.one listens
to 'them. HarrisoI}, the' .quiet Beatie,
silenf partner to' clever John and
adorable' Paul and motherable Ringo,
seems lost on his. own.

And, ohGod, irhurts me to speak of
ex-Beatles. The Beatles were four
neatly complementary musicians,
singers,composers, some kind of great
musical congeries. I miss them like
hell. The news of the group's break-up
early in 1970 sent a chill through me:
it's over, a part of me whispsed in
panic, it'llnever be' the same or nearly
as much fun from now on ....

Elton John, the 1970's archetypal
flashy rock-and-roller, has never been
a PElfticular favorite of mine~ ~e has,
of course, had. his moments. His
"Rocketman" stands asorieof the
present decade's few greatpop--music
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r;Tibertarian CC1r@~~~CClllurme1ffilt~-..u . '. . By W.alter E. Grinder

• A.promising .new libertaric,ln. professional associa
ti0l1 was formed in Miami in late January,. the
,Lib~rtarilln Medical AssoCiation. Speakers at, the
fou'riding ..'national convention included Robert Meier,
NationalDirector of the Libertarian Party, Llewellyn
Rockwell; Jr., Editor of Private Practice magaziile,and
ex-CongressmanDr.Ron Paul of Texas. Let's hope the
docforscanget themselves together to fight both the
encroachments·, of state-socialized medicine and the
medical profession's own exclusionist 'union, -the
American Medical Association.

• Another potentially quite good libertaian profes
sion,al. gr01,lp is the Association for Rational Environ
mental Alternatives. AREA recently elected themselves

/ a fine new president, WiU~m D. BUR. Burt is a bright
young transportation expert doing his graduate work in
both transportation and management science .at the
Polytechnic Institute of New 'York.' My 'main
reservation about AREA is its tendency toward reform
ism. I have in mind Burt's unfortunate endorsement of
Robert Poole's hyper-reformist book, C;utLocal Taxes.

,'As libertarians, we must never simply call for more
efHeiency in govern.ment·services. We must always hold
the banner of liberty high /by calling only Jor a· true,
priv'ate"property, free-market alternative to whatever
"public" service is being supplied by the government. It
IQoesn't take a great deal of libertarian moxy to know
that a government contract toa "prIvate" firm ishardly
free ente'rprise. Rather than adopting Burt's view of the
Poole book, I recommend the analysis of it by Tom
Palmer in" his review in the Jan\lary/February

,L-ibertarianReview. We have to. make' sure that liber
tarian professional organizations'· remain radically
free-m~rket rather than falling into the coopting trap of
reformism. AREA's generaHyexcellentnewsletter is
AREA Bul/etin.A regular membership in AREA is $24;
Associate Membership is $12. On matters of member-

-

ship write to Robert Poole, Jr., 1169Summit Road,
Santa Barbara, CA 93108. On Bulletin inquiries write to
William D. Burt,.532 Prospect Ave., No.3, Brooklyn,
NY 11215.

• The most significant libertarian educational and
organizational exercise .. of. 1976 was the .,Libertarian
Pa.-ty presidential campaign of Roger MacBride. This
campaign, however, cost a great deal of money. The
Libertarian Party incurred a sizable campaign debt.
Before the party can go forward to get ready for the
next congressional campaign and for the 1.280 run for
the presidency, this debt must be paid off. All liber
tarians are encouraged to join the helping to pay their
part of the debt (really an investment in libertarian'
education and' organizing). Please send your check
today to the Libertarian Party, 1516 P Street, Washing-
ton,OC 20005. -

• Cad .Bode, the perceptive biographer of H.L.
Mencken, is teaching a course this spring on Mencken,
his thought, times and influence, called "The Mencken
Era."

• I've' been around the. libertarian movement for. a
number of years now, and there is one aspect of the
movement that I have always found especially
repugnant. This aspect is that one Which I'll dub as the
"I'm a libertarian-for-profit" syndrome. One variation
on this theme. has been· the almost, total distortion of
Ludwig von Mises' business ,cycle insights into a vulgar
"let's-'gehready-fqr-the;;.depression" program. Very few
of the practitioners of this "let's..:clean-up~on-the
depression" .philosophy would deign.to walk across th~

street for liberty if it were not possible to profit
monetarily from some ~spect of the, business cycle.

"' There iSll,Othing wrong with profit. On the contrary,
profit is a positi,ve socioect)Uomic good. No economy
can function well without profit, and riQ restrictions
must ever be placed in the way of profit. But profit per

$e has nothing whatever to do with .liberty. Liberty is a
matter of justice. Individual and politicosocial justice, if
you will. Beware the beguiling equation of liberty and
profit-in-your-pocket. If anything, the contrary is far
more likely. Why the foregoing caveat? Well, I've never
been fond, of the spate of gold~investment newsletters
that have 'grown up around" the fringes. of Austrain
economics and the libertarian movement, arid for the
most· part I would like to disassociate myself from
thes.e disconcerting and usually misleading rags.

• There is one "newsletter"which, hoWever, I would
likcto recommend most enthusiasticaUy:World'Market
Per$pective is published by ERC Publishing Co, P.O.
Box 91491, West Vancouver, B.C., 'Canada.' Jerome,'-F.
Smith is th'e driving foree behindERC (Economic
Research Counsellors), and Smith is a devoted follower
both of Ludwig von Mises and the Austrian- School of
economic analysis anf of the late F.A. "Baldy)' Harper,
one of the libertarian movement's foremost analysts
and antagonists of the State. Smith and his people at
ERC have beenable to weave together the best in the
thought of these two libertarian giants and consistently
(each month) -come up with extremely insightful
economic analysis of world economic affairs. ' ,

• The one other "newsletter" that I would recom
Ipend 'is the National Committee ,for Monetary
Reform's Gold Newsletter, NCMR 1524 Hillary Street,
New 0lreans, 70118. The quality is not as consistently
high nor is the tone as consistently antistate and pro'"
Austrian analysis, but editor James U. Blanchard III is
bright, fair, and libertarian. He always gives the
Austrians their fair share. .

• One of libertarianism's truly brightest young stars
is Lawrence H. White. White, although only an .under
gra,duate at Harvard University, has already done some
original theoretical work in both Austrian economics
and libert~rian legal theory (bankruptcy;, in a paper

/

Answer to an Answer:
May·lbe permitted a rejoinder to Childs'

review Of my Answer to Ayn Rand? 1 find
Childs' ambivalence toward my book, to
use his term,. engaging. However, I think
that he misunderstands or· failed ·to .read
portions·of the book, which.leadshim to
criticize it for the wrong rea~ons.

My "first mistake", he writes, is criti
cizing Objectivism on the basis· of its pub
lished writings,~nd not on the basis of its
taped lectures, which he· refers to as indi
cating so much "gall" on my part that it
"boggles the mind"~ Unfort\Jnately"{or his
cdticism, in the. next sentence Childs states
that the principals ot the philosophy [Ob
jd:tivism] itself . .. 'do not .ever seem to
have ,understood that serious philosophy

. cannot be done in taped lectures .... [and]
this procedure precludes serious investiga-:.
tiQ.nbY scholars, and, hence, fundamental
deba{e.... ,,' Astonishingly, after saying
that. the taped lecture procedure precludes
serious investigation, Childs concludes by
writing that "Nonetheless, Robbins does
not use th'e sources he should have." This
truly- is mind bogglling. Fo~ the record, I
discuss 'the problems of the Objectivist

,~canonin the Introduction to my book,
i and state quite clearly my reasons for us

ing only the published works. (See po 2.) lJ

Second, Childs argues that my neglect of
the taped lectures causes me to misunder
stand O,bjectivism. The example h~ gives
of suchan alleged misunderstanding is twat;
I ;.confuse Rand's thedry of concepts with'
Aristotle's. Even if Childs'allegation were
true (it is not), it certainly does not follow

.Lettersjrom readers are welcome. Although O~y
a s~lection can be. published and· none can be '
individua}ly acknowledged, each will receive
editorial consideration and may be passed on to
reviewers and- authors. Letters submitted for, ~

publication- should be brie/, typed, double
, spaced, ,and sent to LR, 2(J0 Park A venue South.

SuiteJ 707, New York. NY10003.
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that my "misunderstanding" of Rand's
theory of concepts· is caused· by my neglect
of· the (taped lectures, .for Rand discqsses
her .. theory. of concepts, as distinct from
Aristotle's, at length inthe Introduction
to Objectivist Epistemology, which i~, may
I point out, a published work. . ., _

Childs' allegation that I confuse Rand's'
and Aristotle's theories of concepts is
answered in sections HI and IV Qf Chap
ter Two of my book. On page 391 quote
Rand's statement from the Introduction
(p:26):

When concepts are· integrated '. into a
wideI' one, the. new concept includes all
the characteristics .of its_constituent
units; but' their di~ting\lishipg character
istiCs· are regarded as omitted measure"
mellts,and on~ of the,ircomoncharac
teristics becomes the distinguisl:tingchar
acteristic of the new concept ....

,I proceed· tocritrcize, this statement on
pages 39 and 40. On page 40 I quote Rand
(Introduction, p. 29) as follows:

A widespread error .... holds that the
wider the concept, the less its cognitive
content~on the ground that its distin
guishing characteristic is 'more genera.l
ized than the distinguishing characteris~

tics of its constituent concepts. The er
ror li,es in assuming that· a concept con
sists of ··nothing -but its distinguishing
characteristic. But -the fact is that in the
process ofabstracting from abstractions,
one cannot know what is a distinguish
ing characteristic unless' one has observed
other characteristics of the units involved
and of the existents from which the;}! are
differeJ;ltiated.
The simplecorifusionapparent here· is
the confusion between the concept and·
the process,ofconcept-'formation. Quite

. obviously "abstraction"" implies a mass
from, which certain factors are removed
(abstracted) and certain other factors art:
left undisturbed. In this sense, abstrac-

tion clearly means that there _. are more
characteristics in the particulars. than in
tpe~concept. [At .. this point' r quote
Peikofr's "The ~lytic-Synthetic Di
chotomy" for corroboration.] A corol~

lary is th~tin order t() abstract one must
be aware' of characteristics which are not
abstracted. But it certainly does not fol
low from this that 'the concept, i. e., the
abstraction, is as "full" as the particu
lars. If this were the case,one could
hardly speak of an abstractifn.

On pages 39 and 40 I write:
The statement [Rand.'sl is' problematic
because Rand insists· that '·'the new con~

cept includesall the characteristics of
its ~onstituent units", i.e., there is no
abstraction; but that "their distinguish
ing,characteristics [i.e., their differentia]
are regarded as omitted measurements
. ..", i.e., there is abstraction. Now I
submit that these two notions are ir
reconcilable: either a concept includes
aU '(constituent characteristics" or it ex-

. cludes them. IRecourse to a phrase such
as "r~garded as omitted" is inadmis..
sible,for the .. question whether such a
regarding is part and parcel of a concept
remains. Obviously, if chanicteristics I

which are. included in a concept are re
garded as omitted, then the regarding is
a serious cognitive error.

I must conclude that. when Childs· says
"Robbinsmis~es the point", it is Childs
who has missed the point; and that when
he says "Robbins grasps none of this
["Rand's attempt to distinguish her theory
from Aristotle's"]it is actually Childs who
has grasped none of what I wrote in sec'"
dons III and IV of my chapter on Objec
tivist .Epistemology.

Rather than, refuting Childs' other
charges at length, 1 will close by asserting

,(read the book for.Jhe arguments) that I
do not get "tangled up in the Objectivist
theoryofaxioms"_ I~erelY' show what 'a

• l>

can of, worms those all~gedaxioms are:
,nor ,do. I forget that "p~pof presupposes
the means of.proof, i.e., the axioms'"', be
cause I say (and Childs quotes from my
bo()k,page 140) that we know the axiom
"the Bible is the Word of God" from
statements made in the Bible; nor do. I say
that the choice· of axioms is arbitrary (in
fact I deny it-page 142); nor do I engage
in "stunts" and "razzle-'dazzle" in· my
critique of science.

I would like to thank Mr.Childsforhis
favorable comments about my book, and
Libertarian Review for publishing his re
view of it.

JOHN W. ROBBINS
Arlington, Va.

Childs Responds' _
My review of John Robbins' book An

swerto Ayn Rand was il'rdeed deficient: it
w,as far too shor~. At the requt" of· Karl
Pfloc.k, for reasons of space, m "litial re
view ,of the book was cut inll;;·,'. necessi
tating that I squeeze far too much into such
abrief review. But, ,to respond briet1y to
some of the/points which he raises: '

In my review, 1 claim that Mr. Robbins
should have listened to the relevant taped
lectures on Objectivism. In his book he
says, in effect, that he will not consider
them because they are relatively inacces- '
sible. But accuracy in representirlg any set
of ideas requires that one makefull use of
available sources. Let us consider the prob
leminessence.Mr. Robbins spends a great
deal of space in his book on Ayn Rand's
views in the theory ofknowledge. 'In most
editions of her 70 page epistemok,sY
monograph, Ayn Rand refers her readers
to· Leonard Peikoff's course on "Objec
tivism's Theory of Knowledge," for a
fuller treatment of her views, whichviews
she only'sketches in her mon~graph. Dr.

Libertarian RelJiew



delivered at the 1976 Libertarian Scholars Conference at
the Waldorf Astoria Hotel). Among his other number
ous cr~dits, he is on the editorial committee of the
Center for Libertarian Studies Newsletter (500nto be'
renamed In Pursuit ofLiberty», and he is the editor pf
the Harvard Political Review. In a recent is;sue of the
latter, White had a brillianf editorial, "On Private
Questions and Public Questions". I ho})e the liberal do
gooders and future bureaucrats at Harvard follow his

, admonition to them to mind their own business. In the
same issue White had a joint review of two important
revisionist history books that libertarians should be
reading: Watershed ofEmpire edited by Leonard P.
Liggio and James J. Martin (Ralph Myles Publisher,
$10) and Henry Wallace, Harry Truman, and the Cold
War by Richard J. Watson (Viking Press, $12).

• The Center for Libertarian Studies (200 Park
Avenue South,Suite 911, New York, NY 10003) con- '
tinues to grow, Besides, sponsoring a weekly seminar on
Austrian, ',free-market economics, the Center an
beginning 'an ongoing" seminar on th,e libertarian
heritage. 'This spring's calendar includes the following
seminars: February 4, Professor Paul Avrich of Queens
Colle~e \ spoke ~n "New Lights on ,Benjamin~ R.
Tucker"; March 11, Professor Camille Cast()rina of St.
Johns' University will speak on "Richard Cobden and'
the Manchester School of Economics"; April 1, Carl
Watner of Baltimore, Md., will speak on "Benjamin R.
Tucker and his Periodical Liberty"; May 6" Charles
Hamilton, Publisher of Free Life Editions will speak on
"Auberon Herbert and Free Life: " Fee: $5 per session;
Center Friends and students, $3. The program director
is Professor Joseph R. Peden.

-On the anarchocapitalist front, a very important
debate took place in November ,over 'in' England at a
meeting of the Adam Smith 'Club. The debate was' en
titled '~Must We Abolish the State?" It was between
Prof. ArthurShenfield (Nay) and David Ramsey Steele
(Yea).Shenfield 'is a well-known and distinguished
advocate of the classical-liberal free market. Steele, an
anarcho-capitalist-and a former Marxist-is now a
thorough Misesian convert whose Ph.D. dissertation at
the University of Hull is a full-fledged Austrian critic of
Marxist economics. For more on the outcome of the
debate, write to ChrisR; Tame, Secretary, c/o Institute
for Economic Affairs, 2 Lord North Street, Westminis:
ter, London S.W. 1, England.

• The forthcoming changeover in ownership "and
editorial control of Libertarian Review is another
indication of the growth of the libertarian movement.
The first thing that must be pointed'out is,that Robert
D.Kephart nas for the pastseveral years "kept this
cruCially important educational vehicle alive out of his
own pockets. The whole movement owes Bob a tre
mendous debt of gratitude. Bob has, however, been
extremely busy of late and has been unable to devote as
much ,attention ashe would have liked to LR. both the
time and financial drain simply were too much. Karl
Pflock,. LR editor for the past three years, could devote
only part of his time to the magazin~. Fortunately, a
buyer was found who could support the magazine
financially" and hire the full-time talent that such a
periodical needs. Roy A. Childs will be coming back as
full-time editor. Roy, as many of you know, is a past
editor of LR and one of the most knowledgeable minds
on both· scholarly and organizational matters in the
libertarian movement. Welcome back, Roy! The
operations of LR will be moving up to" the Big Apple,
where Charles Hamilton, publisher of Free Life Eitions,
will serve as publisher. LR will become' a monthly
magazine again beginning in September. Good luck to
both Roy and Chuck!

• The Austrian Economics resurgence continues to
grow. The most exciting news comes fromttie Univer
sity of Chicago'wherelibertarian/Au~triah.actiyist
David Theroux has been instrumental in arranging a

, series of seminars on various aspects of Austrian
thought to be cosporisoredby the U'niversity()f Chidtgo
Graduate SchooFof Busiiiess aild the William 'Koch
Foundation. The schedule is as .follows: January '18,
Israel M.Kirzner of New York University spoke on
"Market Processvs. Market Equilibrium:'ThePtoblem
of Sodal Coordination"; February 1,Mario Rizzo of
New York University spoke On "Praxeology and Econ;.
ometrics: A Critique of Positivist Econornics";
February 15, Gerald P. O'Driscoll, Jr., of Iowa State
University spoke on "Stagflation, The Keynesian
Monetarist Quagmire: The Hayekian Perspective' ';
March 1, Ludwig M. Lachmann of New York'Univei
sity spoke on "The Inadequacy of Macro-Formalism:
A Subjectivist Critique of Capital Theories"; April 5,
Murray N. Rothbard speaks on "Preference, Profit 'and
the 'Public Sector': A Critique of Welfare Economics
and Monopoly Theory". Later inthe spring term, F. A. '

Hayek will speak' on recent developments in economic
theory. '

• More on Austrianism: At Claremont College, May
26'-29,therewillbea sy~posiumon the thought of Carl

,Menger,Speakerswill include F. A. Hayek, Gerald ·P.
O'Driscoll and others ... It seems that a' session
devoted to the thought of Carl Menger may' also be
taking place at the annual meeting of th~ Atlantic
Economic Society in Washington, D.C., October 12-15.
More later on this one ; .. At the annual meeting of the
~ublic Choice Society at the Braniff Place Hotel in New~

Orleans, March 10-12, a very important session on
economic knowledge, information and expectations will
be 'chaired by Professors Richard Wagner· and Robert
Staaf of Virginia Polytechnic Institute. They will be
delivering a quasi-Austrian paper and there will also be
a paper given by Israel Kirzner with comments by
Gerald P. O'Driscoll, Jr..... Recommended is an article
by William Jaffe, "Menger, Jevons and Walras De
Homogonized," in Econpmic Inquiry December 1976.
This piece shows concll1sively the distinctiveness of the
three neo,-classical giants. The article demonstrates that
each made a unique contribution. It begins the process
of disentangling the work of each. It clearly gives
support to those who see a distinctively Austrian contri
bution. The article is sur})risingly approving of Menger,
especially given that it is written by Walras' biographer
and translator. A "must" for those interested in
Austrianism ...

• Anumber of good things are ha})pening among the
growing number ~of" libertarian-oriented philosophers
acrosS the country.. Professors Charles King and Tibor
Machan are directing a Liberty Fund conference at
California's Pomona College, "Reason, Values; and
Political Principles." Most Liberty Fund conferences
are byirivit'ation only, but for information about how
things" went, write to Prof. King, Department of
Philosophy, Pomona College..

• The', Center for Libertarian Studies, and the
AustriallInstitute (an Austrian cultural exchange insti
tute)will co~ponso!a talk by Professor Ludwig M.
Lachmann on ,','The Resurgence of Austrian Econom
ics". rtwill be held at the Austrian Institute '(11 East
52ild St., New York City) at 1:30 p.m., Wednesday,
March 16. Thetalk is free and open to the public. After
the talk, there will be reception where participants can
meet Professor Lachmann and many other of the people
associated with the Center for Libertarian Studies. _

(Continued on page 22)

Yours sincerely,
R. F. A. VOGEL

Amsterdam,
Netherlands

Peikoff's course' consists of, ten' lectures
which, ,if transcd&'ed, would constitute a
manuscript on Ms. Rand's yi,ews of ap
proximately 500.;600 pages. Surely, this is
a highly significant ,source which' anYQne
~ho wants tounderstand Ayn' Rimd~s
views mustcons'ult. Where Ayn Rand of:
ten', Qicks off a ,solution to a pr~blemin a
couple of sentences, Leonard Pelkoff "un
})acks" and fillsih'her argument, under
her guidance, untiL he has discuss~d'vari:'
ous aspects of the point under considera
tion for as, much as, fifteen to twentymin~

utes. To make the point more specific: Dr.
Peikoff, irt his spistemology and history of
philosophy lectures, discusses the differ
ence between the Objectivist view of con
cepts 'and that of Aristotle at considerable
length. AynRand's statement in her epis- '
temology monogra})h is only a paragra})h
long.

In his comments on Ayn Rand's theory
of concepts, Mr. Robbins simply confuses
the matter more, for example, when he
/equates a "concept" with an "abstrac
tion. " For Rand, abstraction is part, and
only part, of the' process by which one
forms a concept., "Abstraction" is aselec
tite mental focus' which enables us to or
ganize what we know. It is not a process
cut off from the rest of what we know
about things; it is not~ in short, ,a process

'cut off from our minds and our memories.
That is why we carr, when considering an
entity or an issue, consider only a few
things at a given time~ remembering an the
whifethat there are indeed' other things to
recall, 'if the 'need arises. Characteristics
which_are~ as Rand ~ays, "regarded as
omitted," remain characteristics of what
ever we are talking about. What we do in
the process of concept-formation is to
order our knowledge in a certain way, de
pending on both our, purposes, and on the
objective requirements of cognition. In her
theory of concepts, Ayn Rand never for~

gets that we are dealing with a human
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process which serves cer,tain specific pur~

poses. ;Mr. Robbin' suggests that if, a con
cept includes all the characteristics" of its
re~erent, then thereis no abstraction. But
how.doesthisfollow? Infact, ~n thatrvtr.
R'obbins' has' done, is that Qf'.which, I ~c
cused )imin the, fi'rst 'place: hehas,co'n
fused Rand's view of "abstraction" with
the more conventional view of the ,Ari~w /
tot~lian-Thomistic school of tQougllt., But
to grasp why this is, so, ,and to grasp fully
what she means by "ab'straction," re-.
quires both that one become familiar with
the other sources, such 'as the Peikoff
epistemology course, arid 'that one recog
nize precisely in what respects Rand's whole
approach' to the theory' of knowledge is
different from other theorists. They are nol
matters to be discussed in a "letters to the
editor" column.

If, in the meantime, anyone wishes to
read the more lengthy critique' of John
Robbins' Answer to Ayn Rand which I
prepared when I wrote the initial review,
they maysend me $1 to xerox and mail the
3000 word critique. I can be reached,
naturally, c/o Libertarian Review.

ROYA. CHILDS, JR.
New York City

European Unity?

In Mr.Morley's review of Mr. Kissin
ger's book (LR nr.6) he says that "the
emergence of a United States of Europe
remains a dream" and he speaks in highly
positive terms of the European Economic
Community. I find it rather surprising to
encounter these opinions in a libertarian
publication. From a, libertarian point of
view, wihat is so great about union? It is
true that the States of America, by uniting
themselves, have, been able to shed the
yoke of British coloniaIism,but they could'
equally, wen have done so by a one-time
one-purpose cooperative effort, .Without '
"superimposing political agencies" with

their consequent infreingements of free~ words "Common Market" falsely suggest.
dom. Mr. Morley. himself already men:- It is solely due to the fact that bureau
tionsthat this impose<f unific~tion led to cratic obstructions of the market mechan
the Civil war\ Ap~i~ pur own time Iesti-, ism, have been made equal throughout the
rriate__adWittedIY~JQllgh,gu~ss~¥\~!;tpqt:-" EE~~. If.th~rt(areany "notable gains in
sider-that' at least 60.910 of the, infringe: produGtivity~'" due to the EEC, they have
ments pn personal liberty in the. US ,finds escaped my notice. On the contrary, the
thefr origin. at the Federal level a,nd con- agricultural e~oriomic policy of the· EEC
se(:luently woule\. not have come to pass if has always been and continues to be a dis
the:St:ate,sof America h;id not formed that aster with shortages and over})roduction'
Union whichM'r. M()rley se~ms to esteem being the c,>rdeFof the day. Two years ago
so highly. Let me add a European exam.,. ('75) there,was,a severe shortage of sugar,
pIe of the consequences ofunion: in'1648 lasting several months and last year there
the Ho,Iy ~dmaIiempire (Le.rotighlyGer- was a ·shortage of potatoes ,for almost the
,ma:ny.a~d ,i\.·ustria)c,onsisted,of331 diffe,r- whole year. '"On; the other' hand dairy prod
ent ki~~doms,.auchi'e~,. free cities" bish~p- ucts continue,' to be grossly overproduced
rics, indepen(jeilt monasteries anp what year .. afteryear., A few years ago the EEC
not. Aftert~e"mediatization"imposed by sold a gigantic surplus of butter to the
the Cong~essofVienna (1814) this numQer SovieLUnion at 10 cts.(US) for half a
was reduced to, 38 ~nd the "Reichsgriind- pound whereas those blesse<:l to live in the
ung" of 1871, erlgineered by Bismarck, EEC continued to pay nearly a dollar for
made Germany (without Austria) into a the same amount. And at the mOllient I

,complete political union. Can anyone con- am writing this the're is a shortage and
ceive of Germany causing two world wars consequen( 100070 ~price increase of "
if ithad still consisted of 331 virtually in- Christmas trees! Perhaps the true nature
dependent territories like in 1648? And can of the EEC can best be gauge' from tl'""
anybody ,conceive ofthe States of America following recent observatiol jokingly
entering in both wars if they hadn~t been made but·. all too serious II: its conse
the United States' of America? The ulti- quences: the Lord's Prayer I.:ontains 56
mate effect of union to America has been words; the Ten Commandments 21)7
to move 'the center of oppression from words; the American Declaration of Indt'
London to Washington .. To libertarians pendence 300 words and the Commen
the emergence of a United States of Eu- Market regulations on the import of cara
rope would not bea dream, it would be a mel 126,91I words!
nightmare. By its very nature the EEC is not and

As for the EEC,' alias the Common can not be instrumental to, any detente.
Market, if there is one thing it isn't, it's a It is not an instrument of unity but of uni
market, .at least not in any sense a liber- formity and as such it can only bring bit
tarian would give to that word. It is indeed ter discontent, the sweetening effects of
a case of "centralized planhing by a com- imported caramel notwithstanding.
petent (1) international burea'!cracy". The
EECis in fact a planned, regulate.d and
collectivistic economic dictatorship.) If the
internal frontier barriers to the passage of
goods and workers .have indeed been
greatly lowered, this is certainly not due to
any kind' of economic freedom, as the

]/



CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS are accepted at the discretion of
thepublisher. Rates: 10 cents per word (minimum $2). For U.S. box
number, $1. Full payment must accompany order. Address: Classified
Departme!1t, Libertarian Review, 200 Park Avenue South,Suite 1707,
New York, NY 10003. Replies to LR box numbers should be sent to the
above address.

WOOD SHELTER SYSTEMS available as
plans and'materials kits for do-it-yourself
fabrication and erection. Brochure $1.00.
AGE, One Merchants Plaza, Bangor, .Maille
04401.

PROTECT -YOUR ALBUMS. White card
board replacement jackets $.35. Gray plastic
lined inner sleeves $.15. Postage $1.25. Record·
boxes and 78 sleeves available. CABCO LM, /
Box 8212, Columbus, OH 43201.

GOOD GIFT IDEA! Instrument kits! Build
Oulcimers,Guitars, Balalaikas, Harps, Banjos,
Mandolins. Free catalog: Hughes Dulcimer
Company, 8665 _West 13th Ave, LR, -Denver,
Colorado 80215.

MAGNA CARTA A.D. I2lS.Beautiful 2
colour _reproduction of ancient Charter of
Liberties granted by King John aftet tax re
volt. Original Latin -with English translation.
Measures 23" x 36". $15, including postage &
handling. W. J. Boytinck, 430-999 West
Pender Street, Vancouver, B.C: V6C IM7, 
Canada.

TRY_OUR SPECIALTY-"Pizza Casserole."
Mealin one dish. Send $1,00 to: F. J. Diehl,
P.O. B<>x 934T, Bensenville, Ill. 60106.

LAZY FARE, .LASSI FAIR, LAZZES
FAIRIES, LAIZZEZ FAIRE "If we keep try';'
ingwe'llgetit right" T-sh,irts. As seen at LP
National Convention. Top. quality white cot
ton-polyester, red trim, -blue letters. Sizes
S-M-L. Only $6 postage'- paid. Don't -wait.
They're fun; and besides YOU NEED ONE.
Order today. Specific Markets, -Box 473,
Murray Hill,MYC, 10016.

MIRACLE ALL PURPOSE POLISHING
CLOTH WIm LEMON OIL. Better metals
and furniture polishing than liquids, ask
your friends. $1.29 postpaid, 3 for$3. Sorry,
no C.O.D. Marchegiano's, 1734 JohnstonSt.;
Philadelphia, PA 19145.

AGING FACE? Sagging chin? Protruding
tummy? Reverse the law of gravity. $3.
SASE. Verna, Box 2445, Hot Springs, Ar
kansas 71901.

YOGURT, simple instructions for making,
given to me by peasant frOm mountains of
Bulgaria. $1.00 &self-addr~ssedstamped
envelope. Yogurt, P.O. Box 11184, Phila"-:,
PA 19105.

COTTAGE CHEESE, simple'instructions for
making, given to me by goat herder, from the
rocky crags of Greece. $1.00&self..addressed
Stamped envelope~-'£.c.":iP;.Q. Box: -17184,
Phila., PA 19105.

BEAUTIF'UL HAWAIIAN SHIRTS. 100%
cotton, short sleeves. Small to XL, $9.95 each
plus fOD fee. _Available in Bh!e, Green,
Brown, Orange & Red. Marukiyoya, 188
North King Street, Honolulu, HI 96817.
No catalogs.

SHOP BY MAIL

DIVORCE IN 24 HOURS-Mutual- or con
testedactions,/ low cost, Haiti or Dominican
Republic. For information, send $2 for
24-page booklet to: Dr. von Giohman, ODA
PA Box 5, Hyattsville, Maryland 20781,USA.
Tel.: (301)" 559-2342. Worldwide service.

WANT MORE MONEY- BETTER JOB?
Get valid college degrees by mail, without
studying ... legally! Bachelors, Masters, PhD.,
H.S. diplomas-Revealing details· FREE.
Counseling, Box 389-LR1, !ustin, CA 92680.

STOP BED WETTING. No drugs, gimmicks,
age limit. $5-, stamped envelope. P.O. 3325
Wisconsin St., Oakland, CA 94602.

NEED NEW ID? Change name/age with State
ID cards, birth certificates, official ID! Details
$.25. Eden Press, Box 841O-LR, Fountain
Va:lleY,CA 92708.

RUBBER STAMPS. 3-lines, $1.50 ($.25 addi
tional line); Signature, $4.50; Bank Deposit,
$1.50; c.w.o. FMS, Box 2319-L, Lancaster,
CA 93534. .

WOOD SHELTER SYSTEMS available as
plans and materials kits for do-it-yourself
fabrication .and erection. Brochure $1.00.
AGI, One Merchants Plaza, Bangor, ME
04401. --

NON-COMPETITIVE GAMES for children
and adults. Play together . not against each'
other. Free catalog. Family Pastimes, (LR)
R.P.4, Perth, Qntario, Canada.

tOO-WATT NON-ELECTRIC LIGHT. Smoke
less, odorless, noisel¢ss. Aladdin Kerosene
lamps and heaters, 200'/00f£. Catalogue, $.25.
Country Light,Box 1963, Athens, GA 30601.

·RUBBER STAMPS. All styles. 3-line name
and address stamp with astrology sign, flag
or hap.py face $3.50. Name and address .,only
$2.50. Literature on request. Dealers inquiries
invited. Johnston Linotype Service, Dept. 20,
7250 Angela Ave., Canoga Park; CA 91307.

MUSIC GUARANTEED. Self instructions
how toplay 35 popular music instruments.
$6.15 ppd. A.L.G. Publishing, 4025 St.Mar
tin, Cincinnati, OH45211.

MISCELLANEOUS

MEDICAL SCHooL~siATE chartered. eri
vately owned. Independent, unorthodox,cor
respondence college. Accredited by 30rgaruza
tions, but not AMA ~approved. 'Doctorate
degree for admissions, plus creditgiven'for ex~

perience as Practitioner towards'- M.D. degree.
For ap-plication and brochure send $2 to:
Medical School, Box 248, Oakville, Ontario,
Canada L6J 5 A2.

HOME STUDY COURSE _IN ECONOMICS
A 100lesson _study that will thr-ow light on to
day's baffling problems. Tuition free: small
.charge for materials. Write to Henry George
Institute, 55W. 42 St., New York, N.,Y. 10036.

SELF IMPROVEMENT

MONTANA MOUNTAIN TRIPS: Backpack
ing __ and mountaineering - in the Montana
wilderness, small groups, no crowds, and
libertarian guides. For brochure, write: MMT,
3401 14th Ave. So., Great Falls, MT 59405.

MILLIONS WON IN FEDERAL OIL Draw
ings supervised by U.S. Government. Free
Brochure: Research, Box 27571 ,Phoenix, AS
85061.

ATHIEST/FREETHOUGHT LITERATURE
Forerrtost· publisher. Generous -_discounts~
Enlightening samples, brochures $1.00.
Independent Publications, Box 162, Pater-.
son, NJ 07513.

CR'ERS, BOOST your' power without linears.
Bicentennial special: plans for base and
mobile, ,$5 M.O. please. Power Plans, POB
8641, Ft. Worth TX 76112.

LIVE FOREVER PHYSICALLY? THE IM
MORTALIST publishes news of -all- Medical
and $ocial Advances relating to Cryonics and
Immortality. Sample $1. CSM, Box 584-LR,
Wilmette, Illinois -60091. .

JASON'S DICTIONARY OF CB'ers slang
and FCC info. A must for pro and beginner
alike, $3 postpaid. M-archegiano's, 1734
Johnston St., Philadelphia, PA 19145.

MURRAY ROTHBARD VIEWS THE
WORLD! Monthly analYsis of almost any
thing from a hardcore libertarian perspective.
Frequent contributions by Len Liggio, Bill
Evers,Joe StrQmberg, Roy Childs and'others.
For twelve 8-pageissuessendeight dQllars
to LIBERTARIAN FORUM, Box 341,
Madison Sq. Station, New york, NY 100lO.

MAKE MONEY at home. Details '$1, self
addressed envelope. Andy Davis, 290 Cherry
wood Ave., San Leandro, CA 94577.

DEEPSEA -EMPLOYMENT-on Freighters and
Tankers. Big Money. World wide travel.Fnll
information, $2. Deepsea, PO Box 012109,
Miami, Florida 33101. .

MAKE BIG money at home immediately stuff
ing envelopes. Rush stamped, self-addressed
envelope: B&B Co., ~ox 115-LR. Redding
Ridge, CT 06876. ~ ~ ,

MORE INSPIRING -JOB -government or pd
·vate, law-related or otherwise, sought by con~
servative-libertarian lawyer, 30, single. B.A.
(Psych) '70, U.C. Berkley, Phi 'Beta Kappa;
J.D: '74, Harvard. Broad interests. -Skilled in

. thinking, research, writing. Imaginative, ener
getic, strong, attractive, patriotic. Consider go
ing anywhere. If _you know anyone requiring
such a man, please -. write Box 6, -Libertarian

·Review,200 I>.ark Ave.So., N.Y.C. 10003 or
telephone evenings: (415) 771-6014.

RETREATERS PARADISE. _Country store
for sale, $16,000. Pinos Altos, N.M.; heauti
ful forested mountain village near spectacular
Gila Wilderness of southwestN.M. Also,
ranches, mountain cabins, acreage, _invest·
ment, commercial· &_-residential properties,
miles from anywhere or in town. Moderate
winters, fantastic solar energy potential. Write
Phoenex Agency, Attn: Lonnie Brantley,
Box 1414, Silver City. N.Y. 88061.

IF YOU HAVE SPARE TIME, .Unlimited
home earnings' stuffing envelopes. Rush 25¢
stamped addressed envelope to: F. J. Diehl,
Box 934V, BenSenville, Ill., 60101. (cm&tb)

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

'EMPLOYMENT
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An Afterwood

(Continued from page 21)

Mr. Riggenbach?

Mr. Riggenbach's reply in the "After
word" column Qf the September-October
jssue ofLibertarian Reviewsinrply willnot
do. He had asserted that a given work was
"one of the shrillest defenses of Christian
altruism outside the works of C. S. Lewis."
Knowing Lewis to' have been a critic of
altruism, I inquired where, in the works of
C. S. Lewis, one finds any defense of al
truism, and I suggested that Mr. Riggen
bach made his claim only because he failed
to make -a distinction -between, charity and
altruism. tbough Lewis did -make the dis
tinction In several books I named.

Normally, when one_ asks "where is
such~and·so, " he may anticipate an an- .'
swer of the form ."insuch:"and-su~h a
place." Instead, Mr. Riggenbach has given
a rather' pouting reply to the effect that
since Lewis does not distinguish between
altruIsm and charity in all his. books
citing the .first volume of The Chronicles
of Narnia, The LiQn, the Witch, and the
Wardrobe (TLTW&TWj, as an example";"
there was _no basis on which I might inSist
that Lewis was not championing' altruism
in that book. .-'----.

The Professor in TLTW&TW -becomes
rather' exasperated a couple of times- and

wonders aloud, "What do they teach them
at these schools? " and I must confess that
this answer provokes me to wonder - the

isame with regard to Mr. Riggenbach. I did
not ask where one fails to find a distinc
tion made between the two; I -asked where
a defense of one of them~altruism-was

to be found, and this surely should be no
difficult task if Lewis is indeed the author'
of the shrillest defense of Chtistianaltruism.

One does not expect to find philOSOPh
ical distinctions carefully drawn in - a
"noteworthy work of English literary art"
(an appellation bestowed on The Chroni
cles of _Narnia by 'Riggenbach), because
such dialectics are usually out of place.
The' absence of the drawing of a distinc
tion between _altruism and charity there
fore implies a -shrill defense of neither.
Riggenbach 'might just as well say that in
We the Living AynRand has written a
shrill defense of Stirnerite egoism, on the
basis of there being no explanation of the
difference between her brand'· of egoism
and Stirner's in that book.

Further, though this' is a side issue, the .
books I named were all published in one
form or another prior to the publication of
TLTW&TW. Mr. Riggenbach's discussion
of Book A's not being· clarified --by subse
quent Book 8 therefore is not even ad
dressed to his own example.- 1t perhaps
'could even· be cogently argued..-that -these
books contribute to the' context in which
TLTW& TWapp'eared, .and -- that Mr. Rig..
genbach's claim that there is no basis on

which -one can believe that Lewis is com
mending charity rather than altruism is
merely a bit of context-dropping.

Due to Mr. Riggenbach's specific
.mention of the book, I have reread
TLTW&TW, and I really found nothing
that even looked like a defense of altruism.
Lewis does commend telling the truth,
keeping promises, honestly, gratitude,
minding one's own business, comrpon
sense, logic courses, respect for the natural
moral law, and the like; he rejects lying,
treachery, blanking out, power-lusting,
compulsory education, etc. Can the
former -of these be what Riggenbach has
in mind? Does his brand. of egoism ex
clude them? Does he think that altruism
consists of them?

Probably'not. Probably what' he has in
mind is Asian's death, which he probably
regards as "sacrificial." But if this is the
basis for his charge of defending altruism,
then Atlas Shrugged- with John Galt's sur
render and torture ("it had to be me, if
they were to try their last, and they've
tried, and ... that's that") will fare no bet
ter, for the two events are closely analo
gous. Perhaps Mr. Riggenbach will want
to amend his original statement, in light
of this, to r.ead that "The Happy Prince"
is one of the shrillest defenses of altruism
outside the works of C. S. Lewis and Ayn
Rand.

Come, then, Mr. Riggenbach, stop whin
ing about obscurities -and put aside snide
remarks about -"writers who publish be..;

fore troubling to learn how to say what
they mean"~remarks totally out of place
when you are discussing a book which
you've, extolled only two months earlier~

and come to the point:' Where is Lewis's
defense of Christian altruism (whatever
that is) than which none shriller can be
found?

RONN NEFF
Alexandria

Utley (Continuedfrom page 19)

most receiJi 't'~, Hejira -(Asylum
7E-I087), is J.e~s startling and less of a
c()hesive unit. There is nothing in it as
bad ,-as Summer. Lawns' one blemish,
an interminable tuneless glob called
"The Jungle Line. " On the other
hand, there is nothing quite as
enthralling ~s "Edith and the Kingpin"
or "The Boho Dance," either. Hejira
flows more or less ,smoothly from
beginning to end. What it is, I think, is
simply par for Mitchell's course, the
sort of thing. (to paraphrase Max
Beerbohm)people who like this sort of

-thing will like..
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